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Tills thesis is devoted to the study of the relationship
which exists between the recreation movement in the state of
Worth Dakota with that of the national program.
The major portion of the data used in this study was
secured from two questionnaires.

Supplementary information

was gathered from books, periodicals, state legislative
manuals, private correspondence and informal interviews with
Worth Dakotans interested in and informed about recreation as
it now exists in the state.
The first questionnaire, which is found in Appendix A,
was sent to 75 state municipalities— all of those communities
whose population exceeds MX) persons.

Of the **5 who replied,

9 reported full-time programs, l*f reported part-time programs,
and 22 reported they had no program of community recreation.
Since the number of those municipalities which did not
reply to this questionnaire within a sufficient period of
time seemed large, they were urged by mail a second time to
report their information.

Replies were received from 23

municipalities, and it was discovered in every case that
failure to return the original questionnaire came as a result
of their being no existing program in the said community.
A second questionnaire, found in Appendix B, was sent
to the

23

municipalities sponsoring recreation programs in

Worth Dakota.

The purpose of tills questionnaire was to gather

more specialized data concerning objectives, organization

and sponsorship, activities, and facilities.

A major difficulty in preparation of portions of this
study was the gathering of statistics in a state whose
relatively small population is concentrated in rural areas
having no organized recreation.

When mailing the question

naires, it was decided not to send the data sheets indiscrim
inately to communities smaller than MX) in population since
there was little evidence, real or hear-say, of recreational
programs in villages of smaller population.

CHAPTER II
THE BACKGROUND (F RECREATION
IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN NORTH DAKOTA
In the general patterns of social change, recreation
assumes an ever-increasing position of importance in individ
ual and social veil being.

Recreation takes Its place with

religion, education, health and work as one of the five
essential factors molding individual personality and afford
ing a community more abundant living.

While these processes,

functioning in balance, achieve growth and progress, the neg
lect of any process can create individual and social pathology.
The need for recreation, the uses of recreation, and the
benefits from recreation are constantly increasing.

Patterns

of wholesome recreation shaped into effective programs of
activity constitute a "must" as a living force in a modern
democratic society.
The factors conditioning recreation are receiving In
creased attention.

The social clianges that have affected

community life in modern society have conditioned both the
quantity and the U3es of leisure, and they are largely re
sponsible for the almost universal demand for recreation in
all types of communities— cities, towns, villages, and rural
areas•
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The past few decades of national experience, and particu
larly the recent war years, have demonstrated dramatically
that adequately and properly organised community recreation,
properly trained professional personnel, using large numbers
of volunteers, contribute importantly to building sound
physical and mental health, to curbing crime and delinquency,
to molding democratic citlsonship and character, to vocational
and educational growth, and to the social, cultural, and moral
well-being, satisfaction, and solidarity of families and
co o m n i t l o s . 1
Recreation is an important segment of the living process,
"From the cradle to the grave all people have some time on
their hands which they may call their own.

In this time they

do many tilings for their own satisfaction and pleasure,”2
Increasing leisure time, the achievement of satisfactions of
working hours i n a machine age, and the pressures and regimen
tation of a swiftly moving age accentuate tlie importance to
the individual and the community of variegated, appropriate,
and adequate recreational opportunities.
The varied recreational activities available to present
generations are largely the results of the efforts of pioneer

■Hfatson 3. LLller, Administrator, Federal Security Agency,
In a statement for the Congressional Record. Ilay 16, 19*+*+,
2I±ork IfcCloskey, Director, Recreation aid Community
Activities, IJew York Board of Education. 19^7 A:amnl Ronort.
P. 5>,
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recreation leaders.

It would seem that a brief glance at

the early development of typical recreation programs in Worth
Dakota and the early period in the United States would pro
vide a basis for evaluating the programs as they exist in
this state.
The recreation programs of five Worth Dakota cities,
which will be discussed in detail, are typical of the origin
of the recreation movement throughout the state of Worth
Dakota.

History of Recreation in North Dakota
Bismarck^
The year 1929 first noted some interest in planned
recreation in the capital city.

In that year the Bismarck

Park 3oard hired Mr. John Reel as full-time recreational
director, but two years later he was released because of in
sufficient funds.

The embryonic program was then discontinued.

A partial resumption of a program of recreational
activities was resumed in 1932 when Hr. George Schaumberg,
a high school instructor, was appointed on a part-time basis
as a recreational director.

During W.P.A. days to. Schaumberg

•^This information cooes from personal correspondence
with to. Seliaumberg, the present recreational director in
Bismarck.
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assured leadership with the assistance of the recreation
workers eo^loyed as a pliase of the W.P.A. program.

The direc

tor left in 19*0 for overseas service and upon his return he
assumed the duties of a full-time recreation director.

Very

close cooperation between three municipal boards— parks,
school and city— kept the program functioning to a certain
degree during Mr. Schaumberg*s absence.
In 19^7 Bismarck residents voted in favor of the tax levy
referendum when they authorized a two-mill levy for recrea
tional purposes.

Simultaneously, a Recreation Board of eight

members was designated the governing body of the proposed
program.
The salaries fop the one full-time director and his
seasonal assistants are paid by the Recreation Board.

In

addition, the Recreation Board supplies equipment.
The Park Board supplies funds for maintainence and im
provement of play areas and grounds while the School Board
furnishes buildings and play areas and some recreational areas.
Most credit for the initial development of the recrea
tional program in Bismarck goes to Mr. II. II. Atkinson, City
Auditor; Mr. A, G. Van Wyk, Superintendent of Scnools;
Mrs. Kenneth Piper, State Game and Fish Department; Mr. 0. S.
Gonser, Scout Executive; and the Park Board members.

Civic

groups such as the Business and Professional W o m e n s Club,
Community Council, School Board, Service d u b s , Elks and

Eagles were active in sponsoring and developing the program.
These individuals and groups succeeded in presenting the
original plan to the community and they effectively demon
strated to the Bismarck citizenry the grave need for a
community recreation program.
The activity program is divided into four seasonal
categories.

During the summer, swimming pool hours are main

tained daily for children and adults.

One manager and four

life guards provide leadership for this activity and special
swimming events include a novelty meet, swim meet, pageant
and midnight swims for married couples.
Play centers located at three schools operate six days
per week on a 9s 30 a .a. - 11s 30 a.m. and Os CO p.:n. - U-sOO p.a.
schedule with a director stationed at each school.

The

average daily program consists of a flag raising ceremony,
story hour, quiet and active games, sand box activities,
coloring and performing simple crafts.
Two playgrounds offer many types of active sports on a
morning, afternoon and evening, six days a week schedule.
The range in age is from small children to adults.

Special

events of tills program include pet and doll parades, pushmobile and bicycle races.
An inclusive baseball program sponsoring eight teams
at different age levels in addition to a Junior Legion base

ball team receives special leadership.

Softball teams for

boys, men and women, golf and tennis tears divided according
to sex and age, function on the city’s ball diamonds, golf
courses and tennis courts. tournaments in each sport are
held several times each summer.
Tlie Youth Canteen provides recreational leadership and
social activities for young people on Tuesday and Saturday
evenings during the school year and three days a week during
the summer.
Participation in dramatics and plays, square dance club,
and activities at veterans trailer camps provide additional
recreational opportunities.
During the autumn months, such carry-over activities as
the Canteen, golf, tennis, parks, dancing club, and dramatics
club continue to function in addition to grade school touchball, hiking clubs, and outings.
Five skating rinks provide fine recreational activity
during the winter months. The recreation room located in
the high school provides planned program^ and an elaborate
series of basketball tournaments and games provide major
interest during this time.

The Canteen, dance club, square

dance and dramatics club are carry-over activities from the
fall program.
In the spring softball, track and field meets, marble
tournaments, are accentuated activities.

Kite flying contests,
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model airplane club, majorette contests, and certain carry
over activities draw many participants.
According to figures compiled in a report of the year*s
activities by its director, approximately 600,000 persons
participate, either actively as participants or passively as
spectators, during the y e a r *3 program of events and activities.
The fundamental philosophy guiding the Bismarck rec
reational program is one of service to all members of the
community who f e d a need for self-expression through the
various recreational channels•

Mr. Schaumbcrg, the city

director, expresses his views on recreation thus:
"My philosophy is based on the attempt to
meet the demands of all groups who desire any type
of recreation: this approach, of necessity, demands
a very diversified program. . • .Since it is almost
impossible to meet every demand placed on the rec
reation department, it behooves us to determine
where we must draw the line because of lack of fa
cilities, leadership, or finances. Generally
speaking, however, there are ways and means to
meet almost any demand. . . .Facilities can be ob
tained through schools or other civic organizations}
leadership can be secured through volunteers which
automatically alleviates some of the financial prob
lems. Because we lack personnel, our program includes
a considerable number of activities which ultimately
become self-sustaining financially.wlf
The varied, expansive, and well-supervised community
recreation program in the city of Bismarck is a model for all
others in the state to omnulate.

lfQuoted from a letter from Hr. Schaumberg on April *+,
19^9.
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Crosby-^

The city of Crosby, North Dakota, while its population
is not great, sponsors a flourishing full-tine program of
community recreation.

Although the program is in its infancy,

response in tills ccomonity of approximately 1,?00 residents
has been enthusiastic, and progress has boon marked in the
development of the now venture.
The original thinking for inaugurating a planned leisuretime program began among school officials— the superintendent
and athletic director.

By January, 19®*6, their thoughts were

organized into concrete plans wliieh were made public.

As a

result of this careful preparatory work, enthusiasm was
aroused to the degree of appointing a Citizens* Committee to
study the ways and means of organizing a program.

While this

committee was functioning, the State Legislature passed the
Recreation Enabling Act and the local tax referendum was
favorably carried.
The Crosby Park Board was then approached by the com
mittee, who succeeded in securing the former’s sponsorship
for a program of planned recreation.

The result was that in

Source of this information is correspondence with
Mr. 0. A. Parks,
ccreatlonal Director.
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January, 19*f3, the Park Board appointed seven persons to
constitute the Crosby City Recreation Garnission.

One of the

first actions of the Commission vas to appoint 0. A. Parks,
High School Athletic Director, as recreational director cai a
full-tine basis June 1 through September 1 and daily after
school hours during the school year.

Actual supervision of

play areas is in the hands of assistants who are selected and
hired by the director.
The program of activities in Crosby is varied.

Encourage

ment and actual financial support is given to the city base
ball team and the Junior Legion baseball team.

A kiddies'

park, complete with suitable equipment and adequate super
vision is maintained.

A popular phase of the recreation pro

gram for the older children is the summer band program, a
coordinated venture of the recreation program and the public
school system.

A program of active sports activities is

popular with both participants and spectators alike.
The Commission procured from the city council complete
control of a cammmity hall, which is adjacent to the school
and ideally suited to a program of varied indoor recreational
activities.

This two-story, *f0 feet by 100 feet building

provides ample room for a reading library, Girl Scout room,
Bqy Scout room, "Coke” counter, general recreation room, ping
pong room, and a gymnasium *4-0 feet by 80 feet for volleyball,
basketball, badminton, roller skating, and dancing.
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Other new construction includes a concrete wading pool,
20 feet by 1*0 feet, In the kiddies * park, three hard-surfaced
tennis courts, and a hard-surfaced outdoor volleyball court.
Although the mill levy as a source of income has proved
inadequate in Crosby, the program has teen able to develop
and expand through the efforts and interest of its residents,
who seemingly have recognised the benefits to be reaped from
planned recreational activities.

Remarkable evidences of

public support is the expensive construction under way with
the objective in mind increasing Crosby*s recreational facil
ities.

By utilizing a plan of organisation sponsorship of

various phases of the recreational program, the Crosby rec
reation commission has teen able to raise enough funds with
out attempting popular subscription drives.

For example,

the local Kiwanis Club has undertaken the task of financing
the construction of the tennis courts, while the city firemen
sponsored the addition of the wading pool.

The city council

provided the funds necessary for the repair and painting of
the community building.

The total expenditures for the

current year will approximate 06,OCX), about 01,950 of which
is provided by the mill levy.

In all cases of organisational

aid, however, the commission reserves the right to complete
control over specifications, constructions, and usage.
The philosophy of its director mirrors the fundamental
purpose of all recreation

"I believe It Is the proper function of the
community to promote the general welfare, and the
proper use of leisure time through recreational
activities falls in thi3 category. T o this end,
we are directing our efforts In an attempt to pro
vide our citizens a proper and satisfying outlet
for their yearning to indulge in vorthuiiile rec
reational activity. *•©
The small community of Crosby, with its public-spirited
citizens, is on the threshold of reaping benefits from a
satisfying and worthwhile program of community recreation.

Grand Forks'?
History of recreation in the city of Grand Forks dates
back to the year 1929 when a program of summer-time recrea
tional activities was inaugurated in response to public
demand and interest in supervised recreation.

A member of

the girls* physical education staff at Central High School
served as summer activities leader for two seasons after
receiving professional training at the national Recreation
Association’s leadership institute.

Free 1931 to 19^3, Grand

Forks benefited from some type of organized summer-time rec
reation; leaders usually were chosen from the staff of the

^Quoted from Mr. Park’s letter of April

19*+9.

^Tliis information is based upon correspondence with
Mr. Abbott. City Recreational Director, and Mrs. Kannowski,
Park Superintendent.

physical education department at the local high school.

The

difficulty of securing adequate personnel during the war years
necessitated temporary suspension of the program during the
summers of 19^3 and 19M*.

The summer playground program was

resumed in 19*+5 with the help of one supervisor and a few
volunteer workers.

19^6

Larger scale operations wore initiated in

when a year-round program of planned recreation became

a reality.

The leadership was expanded to include five full

time leaders and five part-time workers.

Mrs. M. B. Khnnovsld.

in her dual role as Park Superintendent and Recreation Super
visor must be credited with much of the improvement and ex
pansion of recreational programs in Grand Forks.

Prior to

the appointment of a full-time director, Mr. Elton Skarperud,
director of the summer program, was in charge of that season*s
many activities.

A forward stride in the history of recrea

tion in Grand Forks was begun with the appointment of Homer D.
Abbott, who assumed the duties of a full-time recreation
director on January 1, 19^9.
The passage of the mill levy referendum by the residents
of Grand Forks in April, 19*4-8, will permit greater expansion,
more facilities, and larger numbers of personnel working to
gether to provide more opportunities for recreation.
Tiie four playgrounds open June l£ far a nine weeks*
period.

In addition to supervised sports and games, such

features as “Family Might," when parents join their cliildren

in games} "Community light," when planned programs are wit
nessed by parents and friends; "Doll Day"; * Indian Paw-vow";
“Playground Pied Piper"; and "Track Meet" are very popular.
Several clubs function with the playgrounds of which perhaps
the most successful is the "Bicycle-Tour Club" whose members
visit places of interest in the city on their bicycles each
Tuesday.

Other clubs include the Safety Club, nature Club,

and the hite Club,

Midget golf course, shuffleboord courts,

and an archery range are facilities that encourage much par
ticipation in those active sports under playground supervision.
The playground season closes with play-offs in all competitive
games and sports, the annual Hobby and Craft exhibit, and the
annual "Playground Parade."
A softball association, made up of several adult teams
together with a park league of sixteen teams, commands a very
popular place on the sports program, as does organised golfing
and tennis.

Both of the latter sports provide club and

tournament play.
Swimming instruction and supervision at the municipal
pool is a major activity in the summer program.

Classes for

children and adults are held, as well as junior and senior
life saving.

A diving show and a two-day water carnival, in

addition to swimming meets, round out this phase of s m i e r time recreation.
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Other activities such as bond concerts, ccranunity sings,
folk dances, nature study, story hours, guided tours, and
handicrafts command their share of enthusiastic participation.
During the winter, nine skating rinks provide for
various types of skating activities.

Hockey t e a m , fourteen

in number divided into two leagues, carry on a schedule of
games during January and February with play-offs held at the
University of llorth Dakota Winter Sports Building in March.
Figure skating exhibitions and pleasure skating are made
possible with these winter-time facilities.

A holiday program

of free sleigh rides, skating races, snow modeling contests,
skiing, tobogganing, and hockey is carried out.
Statistics of participation and onlooklng are available
only for the following activities:
and swimming.

playgrounds, winter sports,

These three activities alone account for a

total of 100,000 persons either classed as participants or
spectators.
The recreational program in Grand Forks is a credit to
the community and is making a valuable contribution to the
recreational development of its youth and adults as well.
It is the opinion of Mrs. Kannowski and her staff that
recreation plays an Important role in community life.
"The use of leisure time underlies the whole
scheme of living. . . .We who work with the right
use of leisure time do so to promote health,
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happiness, and spiritual growth to the end that
the individual stay go through life with the proper
blending of work, play, and service.

Mawilled
Recreation in the city of Mayville is in its infancy-a condition applicable to almost all Horth Dakota communities—
but its rapid growth since its Inaugural in April, 19^7, is
ascertained by the fact that one year later the enthusiastic
populace passed the recreation tax measure by a six to one
majority.

Informed of the rapidly growing recreation movement

in nearby e c o m m l t i e s , a group of public-minded citizens
petitioned the City Council to make provisions for supervised
recreation in the City of Ilayville.
Mr. Levy Lee, Director of Athletics at Mayville State
Teachers College, has served as the director of summer
recreation.

He has been assisted by students in physical

education courses at the College.

While Mayville1* program

is currently functioning on a summer basis only, the possi
bility of establishing a year-round program with supervised
activity is looming nearer. *

^Quoted from Mrs. Khnnowslii*s letter of March 31, 19^9.
'Information gleaned from correspondence with Mr. Lee,
Director of Recreation at Mayville.
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At tiic present time such activities as the following are
achieving good responses

tennis, horseshoes, shuffle-hoard,

badminton, volleyball, bowling, billiards, archery, and
swimming*

League play in softball and baseball includes

youth groups as well as adults.

Additional competitive

activities include table tennis, checkers, marbles, croquet,
and bridge.
During the spring and summer months, picnics, veiner
roast3, camping activities, treasure hunts, roller skating, and
boating are scheduled.

Horseback riding under leadership is

an innovation in community recreation programs in the state
and is proving to be popular with residents of MayviUe.
Staging plays, organising clubs, planning safety programs,
and sponsoring dancing and parties are activities that con
tribute toward a well-rounded community leisure-time program.
A start has been made during the past winter to Include
some winter-time recreational activities.

limited leadership

has been provided for skiing, skating, and tobaggoning.

Plans

to greatly expand this season*s activities will be realised
when funds from the referendum are made available for sponsor
ship of a full-time program of community recreation.
Expansion of facilities and recreational opportunities
for the entire community is the fervent hope of the present
director.

Hr. Lee expresses his beliefs as follows:

"To bo effective, recreation must include all
types of activities which promote the mental and

physical relaxation of all members of the community.
To achieve this end, recreation must be established
on a continuous year-round basis involving competent
full-time leadership. . • .Recreation also implies
the use of all possible facilities in the community
with the full co-operation of all citizens to insure
the most adequate and complete supervision of leisure
time activities of which our community is capable."101
Mayvilla is in a position to receive considerable stimulus
for its recreation program from the local Teachers College
which is a potential reservoir of collegiate leadership as
well as an aid in providing facilities for use in the expand
ing community program.
Minot11
In January, 19*+6, the Minot Recreation Association was
formed by a committee representing nearly twenty community
organizations including civic, service, religious, educational,
and labor groups.

This association was farmed to promote,

develop, and administrate a program of public recreation with
the enpliasis on the school age bqy and girl.

The association

expanded to the point of including thirty-one community
organizations in its membership.
The financial start was received from the Community Chest,
the Park Board, and the School Board,

The former group turned

10Quotod from Mr. Lee*s letter of April 2, 19^9.
11Data from correspondence with the Reverend J. B. Hogan,
Chairman of the Minot Recreation Commission.

over a previously made allocation for YMCA activities to the
recreation organization, while the Park Board ear-marked an
amount of money in their current budget, and the School Board
provided office and activities space along with some equip
ment for the program.

As activities developed and additional

financial aid was needed, local organizations such as the
Elies, Eagles, Rotary Club, Junior Chamber of Commerce, and
the Central Labor Assembly contributed sizeable amounts of
money for the conducting of a summer playground program.
A full-time director of recreation was employed by the
Association; and using existing facilities in the community,
activities were started in February.

ih

A basketball program of

organized teams, which started with the fifth grade boys

and carried through the high school boys and girls in various
classifications, brought nearly
play.

700

youngsters into organized

In addition, bowling for high school girls and boys

and volleyball for the junior high girls added several hundred
more.
During the spring months, softball and baseball teams
were organized with forty-five softball teams for boys and
girls in grade school and junior high school.

A league of

six baseball teams was set up among the high school boys.
The summer program featured the opening of seven play
grounds in widely scattered areas of the city during the
month of June.

Each playground is supervised, five having
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both a man and a woman, while two are termed Tot-lots and have
a woman supervisor.

Although the sites of these areas are not

well equipped with apparatus and facilities usually identified
with playgrounds, many activities are provided as the areas are
open from nine in the morning until nine at night.
For the pre-school children, handcraft, story telling,
sand boxes, games, music, and special events hold their interest
The older children have basketball, softball, volleyball,
horseshoes, croquet, tennis, archery, handcraft, singing games,
and many other things to enjoy.

Each playground holds a

special event every two weeks, such ass

Carnival night, Hobo

night, picnics, weiner roasts, and Amateur nights during which
special activities and planning, coupled with costumes and
food brought by the youngsters, provides a pleasant climax for
the week.

*

Integrated with the seven play areas are a series of all
city events spaced throughout the summer to satisfy the desire
for competition.

A marbles tournament, horseshoes tournament,

croquet tournament, Playground Olympics, and bicycle derby
bring together the various playground champions in a contest
for the city titles.

Teams, such as nixed volleyball and soft-

ball for boys and girls, are organized on each playground to
visit and play teams from other playgrounds.
Emphasis has been placed on a Junior Baseball Program
which has eleven teams in two leagues, Midget and Junior, taking
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care of the boys between the ages of 10 and l1*-.

Each team

is sponsored by a commercial organisation, which provides
shirts and caps.
reation group.

T h e sponsorship is Iiandlod tlirough the rec
Tiic Minot Recreation Association, with the

cooperation of the recently reorganised Ilinot Tennis Club, is
sponsoring a series of free tennis lessons.

Eight sessions

each week are available to any boy or girl in Minot.

A con

certed effort is being made to increase tlie interest in
tennis.
In June, 19^7, the voters of .hnot approved tlie levying
of a

.5 mill tax to support a n organised recreation program

in the city.

The

linot Recreation Commission of seven

members was then established to administer the program.
Since passage of the referendum, the recreation activity
program in Minot has expanded to include more varied age
groups, interest groups, and special hobbies and events.
The adult baseball league has five teams and is con
ducted by the Recreation Commission,

This self-supporting

league is proving beneficial to players and fans alike.
Tennis tournaments and golf tournaments, as wall as
individual free instruction in each sport, are popular
summer-time activities.
During the fall, contact football on a six-man basis is
sponsored with the cooperation of Ilinot Junior High School
and St. Loo»s School.

Three teams from Ilinot and one from

St, Leo*s fora a league, whose equipment and coaches are
provided by the respective schools.
The Model Aircraft Club, called the Minot Aeroanoders,
provides recreation for twenty boys and men who are active
model builders.
During the winter, basketball assumes leadership in
popularity of activities.

Uinty-five teams, comprising about

950 players, engage in a minimum of two practice sessions and
one game each week.
The grade school (5th and 6th grades) have 21 teams play
ing in two leagues; Junior High (7th, 8th, and 9th grades)
have 28 teams playing in three leagues; High School boys (10th,
11th, and 12th grades not on any high school or reserve squad)
l*t teams in two leagues; and High School girls have 12 teams
in two leagues.
Volleyball, with 27 teams and 300 players, and bowling,
with 20 teams and 100 players, are recreational activities
attracting much enthusiasm.

Boxing and photography are in

cluded In the winter schedule.
The outstanding spring activity is softball with a total
of

bC

teams playing twice a week.

An adult women*s league

has been formed into a six-team league.
The Commission conducts a marble tournament each spring
as a climax to the activity indulged in by approximately 150
boys.
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Response to Minot’s program has been very enthusiastic,
and the prospect is for increased facilities in the proposed
erection of a $*+50,000 city auditorium and youth recreation
center.

In the meantime, both the schools and the parks are

providing the facilities under their supervision to the city’s
recreation program.
The Reverend Joseph R. Hogan, chairman of the Minot
Recreation Commission and a long-time advocate of planned
recreation in his community, expresses his viewpoint on rec
reation as follows?
MIn the period of post-war readjustment when
Americans are struggling to solve the weighty prob
lems of establishing an era of peace and economic
security, it is more important than ever to achieve
a proper balance between work and leisure time
activities. . . .In a democracy the nation’s norale
is directly dependent upon the wholesome, worth
while activities of a populace who understand the
meaning of working hard and playing well. It is
the duty of a recreational movement to build better
citizens by directing their leisure time toward
fruitful objectives.”12

12
Quoted from Father H o g a n ’s letter of March 29, 19*+9
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Background and. History of Recreation
in the United States
1900 - 191**13
Theoretically, the nineteenth century opened the way for
the eventual establishment of recreational activities by
waging a slow struggle against the existing "taboos*1 (social
and religious), intolerance, and "wasting of time" beliefs so
prevalent in an artificial society.

This gradual campaign

prepared Americans for the potential interest and benefits
to be gained from a future movement not yet a part of
actuality.
Initial interest in recreation first directed itself
toward the existing parks and settlement house programs in
mid-we3tern cities.

In 1903 the opening of the South Park

Playgrounds in Chicago under public auspices heralded the
debut of a new and important phase of American life.

Simul

taneously in Hew York, Luther Gulich founded the first public
athletic league, post dating by a year Ernest Thompson Seton1s
organization of the Woodcraft Indians, which was to form the

13whil© historical information of the recreation move
ment was gleaned from many sources. Community Recreation
by Meyer and Brightbill proved most helpful,especially
Chapter I, pp. 7-21.
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basis of many boy-3 • and girls * club programs.

T h e birth of

the Playground and Recreation Association of America in 1906
is a significant bit of datura.

Wow called the national Rec

reation Association, this organization, supported by voluntary
contributions, has for forty odd years stood at the helm of
the recreation program guiding its course.

The many services

It supplies, such as, sending field representatives through
out the United States, stimulating recreational organizations,
giving consultation service and aiding in establishing work
shops and institutes, and publishing informative material on
recreation, has resulted in its recognition as a stalwart
champion of this national movement.
In 1907, the city of Rochester, Tfew York, contributed a
great recreational "first" when it permitted use of public
school buildings for recreational purposes.

Seconded by t h e

city of Gary, Indiana, approval of such use of school build
ings in

1908,

rapidly grew.

the trend toward general use of such buildings
In 1911 the national Education Association

approved the use of school buildings and grounds for recrea
tion.
The organization i n 1910 of the Boy Scouts of America,
the Campfire Girls and Girl Scouts in 1912, proved significant
in community recreation, for since their beginnings they have
contributed valuable services to the movement.

The years iixiediatoly preceding World War I witnessed
great growth in college and high school athletics as well as
in the camping movement.

Lore effective administration

resulted in greater numbers of participants, and it was during
this period that intramural programs became firmly entrenched
in the curriculum.

191*+ - 1920
B y the time the United States became involved in the
conflict in

1917 *

the community recreation movement, firmly

established in the earlier years of the twentieth century,
had established a secure foundation.

The restrained normalcy

typifying this early period of the era enabled the two
accentuated divisions of the program— namely, the neighbor
hood and the community— to became paramount.

The important

"play movement" was possible in many ways because of the
successful development of neighborhood organization.
1.

An emphasis upon "self-government" and "selfsupport" of play activities In a decentralised
scheme of administration in order that the
economic resources of government might be made
sufficient for adequate provision of facilities
in all communities. *
2

2.

The selection of tho "neighborhood" or "local
community" in the place of city or county as
the field of decentralised control and support
of the play activities of the people.

3.

The devolopraent first of "neighborhood associa
tions 11 designed to carry out given projects of
common interest, and second of "community coun
cils" to correlate local institutions into a
dynamic whole, functionally related to both
philanthropic agencies and departments of govern
ment .
The utilisation of the energies of the residents
of local communities in the control and support
of definite projects under the leadership of
trained persons, "community secretaries,"
elected and employed by the people involved.
The designation of schoolhouses, fieldhouses,
and "community houses," designed especially for
play use, as meeting places or "centers" of
common interests to wliich neighborhoods and
"little coiarjcunities" were becoming conscious.

6.

The grant of neighborhood groups using imblic
property of the right to charge admission,
collect dues, and solicit funds fear the support
of the community projects.

7.

The evolution in some localities of elaborate
schemes of "overhead" organisations for secur
ing cooperation between "councils" and "assoc
iations" in handling money-getting devices,
exchange of talent, and control of athletic and
literary coupetitions.

8.

In other districts, of extensive efforts on the
part of government and philanthropy to encourage
local autonomy in the solution of community
problems.

9*

The Incorporation in the field of activities of
the play movement of certain phases of the
"community center," "country life," and similar
movements Involving given projects of common
interest to the neighborhood groups.*
0
1

10.

The cooperation of social workers and students
of social science in defining the concept of the
function and the structure of the play movement,
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resulting in the acceptance of less sentimental
and more "socio-rational** objectives, as the
substitution of autonomy for philanthropy, both
public and private, in the support and control
of facilities for play.!1*’
With the entrance of the United States into the war
and the establishment of a universal draft system, the early
well-planned community recreation systems underwent a com
plete upheaval.

This was particularly true in communities

near military centers whose recreational facilities were
taxed to their limits and beyond.

T o help meet the demands

of these abnormal conditions, the War Camp Community Service
(W.C.C.A.) was organised.

The leadership for this program

was provided for by the organization now called the National
Recreation Association,
organization.

The plan was based on neighborhood

In the brief time the war was waged, the

W.C.C.A, organized over six hundred c a n n u i t i e s near military
posts and over fifty industrial districts.
Organizations such as the Young Men*s Christian Associa
tion, Khights of Columbus, Salvation Army, and Friendly
Service League of the Quakers sponsored programs, too.

Al

though these programs emphasized religious activities, never
theless recreational factors were part of the organisational

l1*
Clarence E. Rainwater, The Pla;, ilovenent in the
United States (Chicago: University of ChicagoPress, 1922),
pp. l3b-17o.

pattern of operation.

Following the end of the war, these

groups returned to their community tasks throughout tlie
nation,

1920 - 1930
The decade following the first World War witnessed
extensive expansion of all types of recreational activities.
The rapidity of this growth had a marked effect on community
recreation and stimulated community acceptance of responsi
bility to provide and promote recreation programs.
The rising growth of industry, accompanied by shorter
hours, monotony of work, machinery, rapid growth of cities,
and Inadequate rural amusements, all brought increased
interest in recreation.

Moreover, this period was marked by

greater possession of money among average Americans, thus
developing higher standards of living and a greater need for
use of the accompanying increased leisure.

The observer

could also note that the more simple means of recreation were
giving way to a preference for pleasures that required in
creased expenditures for facilities and participation.
This period of expansion was also marked by an increased
understanding on the part of the public for benefits to be
gained from recreational programs.

Draft board statistics

showing the nation*s physical and mental fitness, significance
of recreation as a morale builder, and its growth as a
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preventive and cure of social ills brought greater apprecia
tion for the establishment of recreation as a farce to build
character, to develop physical and mental health, and to give
m a n a finer environment in which to live.

Following the period of the "lush twenties,” the nation
settled into the most widespread depression in its history.
The establishment of the Ilew Deal agencies to meet the prob
lems of the depression brought into being the most extensive
public recreation program ever to be attempted.

The theory

that any kind of work was better than idleness and that the
government had a responsibility to supply this work when
private enterprise was unable to do so, resulted in the estab
lishment of the various agencies, among them a project in the
field of public community recreation.

So extensive was this

program that many are of the opinion that recreational
activities were advanced twenty-five years.

Practically every

3tate had a state-wide program of recreation with many special
ized features.
The Federal Emergency Relief Administration approached
recreation in two ways:

(1 ) construction of facilities, and

(2 ) development of recreational programs and activities under
trained leadership.

The Wark Projects Administration enlarged

these opportunities and enhanced their values to c a m u n i t y and
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individual life.

Later a functional recreation organization

was set up under the mine, Community Organisation for Leisure,
and it was under this unit that recreation advanced so stead
ily.

So successful was the establishment of this minor unit

that the W.P.A, deemed it valuable to create a separate
division known as the Division of Recreation Projects in 1936.
Until 1933 small towns were forced to struggle unassisted
to maintain adequate recreational facilities for their own
communities.

It is estimated that in 1930, 22,OCX) individuals,

volunteers, and professionals were engaged in the field of
recreation, only

2,900

of these being employed full-time.

Within three years after the advent of the works program,
approximately **9,000 full-time workers were added to the field
by the Work Projects Administration to meet this community
need. 3-5
The demand Increased for recreational workers to admin
ister the new facilities and to provide adequately directed
programs.

W.P.A. leaders whose work was Integrated into the

recreation program of the local community worked with such
units as park boards, recreation departments, recreation coun
cils, welfare boards, departments of education, and planning 9
1

19
Harold D. Meyer and Charles K* Bright bill., Community
Recreation (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 19*t<>), p. 15.

boards.

By the close of 1937 about $500,000,000, approximately

ten per cent of the total expenditures of W.P.A., had been
allotted for building

3,700

buildings, 80l new parks,

fields for athletics, M +0 swimming pools,

123

golf courses, and
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3,500

1,500

tennis courts,

miles of ski trails . 16

1^1

- 19M-5

With the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December,
19*+1, the entire nation went to war as did recreation.

Every

where military personnel was stationed there was also found
recreation, whether at training camps, at embarkation stations,
on troop ships, in industrial centers, in convalescent areas
and rest centers.

As a morale builder, reliever of strain

and tension, or an organ of cheer, recreation was recognised
as a n essential force in wartime living.
Among major units of the armed forces the program con
tributed and operated thus*
In the Army the Special Service Division, manned by twelve
thousand special service officers, several times that number
of enlisted men, and thousands of volunteers, provided for
recreational facilities on the many military posts.

Report on Progress of the Work Projects Administration
Program, June 20, 1938 , pp. 20-2*r, 51.

In the Navy the recreational program functioned through
the Welfare and Recreation Section of the Bureau of Naval
Personnel, with about fifteen thousand officers assigned to
its administration*

The Coast Guard, Marines, and Seabees

functioned as a part of the Navy, but in 19**5 the Marines
established their own recreation service.
The U.S.O., made up of six private organizations— Jewish
Welfare Board, National Catholic Community Service, Salvation
Army, National Travelers Aid Association, the Young Men*s
Christian Association, and the Young Woman's Christian Assoc
ia t i o n - m a d e a wonderful contribution to the war effort.
Community provision of recreation opportunities for all
ages has come a long way since the beginning of the century.
Many hundreds of cities and towns have established community
recreation programs, under Recreation Boards and Commissions,
supported out of tax funds.
Departments have been set up.

City, County, and State Pork
Multiplied hundreds of local

units of youth serving agencies have been established.
Schools, public and private, have slowly but gradually made
available their resources for after-school and vacation recre
ation purposes.

Churches, civic, social and service clubs,

and fraternal and veterans* organizations have greatly ex
panded recreation opportunities to special age and social
groups, and in many cases to the entire craumnity.

Commercial

recreation facilities have multiplied rapidly, ranging from
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roller-skating rinks and bowling alleys to large amusement
parks with a variety of attractions.
Prior to 19^0, large parts of the population had come to
recognize proper and adequate community recreation opportunities
as vital and indispensable factors in our national life, but
recreation lias received its greatest attention and impetus
during the recent war.

The Army and Havy spent tens of millions

of dollars in the provision of recreation facilities and
services for the enlisted personnel both at home and abroad.
The Federal Government, through the Recreation Division,
Federal Security Agency, lias helped more than twenty-five
hundred communities during the period

19*+0- 19*f6

to develop

varied programs of many kinds to serve the recreation needs of
service men and women and war workers and their families.
During the period just discussed, the United Service Organi
zations have established more than

3,000

clubs and centers

for the members of the armed forces, and more than

1,500

additional club and center programs have been operated by local
communities.

Approximately 6,000 industrial plants have

interested themselves in recreation programs for employees and
their families.

Organized labor has joined with the community

and industrial management in promoting recreation as a factor
contributing to improved welfare and morale and as a means of
reducing turnover and absenteeism and of keeping production
levels high.

More than 3,000 youth clubs and centers have been
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organized during the war.

During the war period over 300

new towns and cities established legally constituted and taxsupported community recreation systems.

Community recreation

facilities in housing projects have expanded enormously.
Twenty-three states have organised State Recreation Committees
and four states— to date— have made advisory and technical
recreation service to communities permanent through the enact
ment of legislation.

The Federal Works Agency, on the

certification of the Federal Security Agency, has constructed
more than h $ 0 Recreation Buildings for enlisted personnel and
war workers at a cost of more than $30,000,000.

Already

multiplied tens of millions of dollars, raised through private
subscription, bond issues, and gifts have been ear-marked for
post-war recreation developments in hundreds of communities.1?
Through public conscription drives J.S.O. received more
than $ 200,000,000, and at its peal:, served erne million people
a day in over three thousand operations.
The sole agency to operate with the expeditionary farces,
the American Red Cross, established 750 clubs in all theaters
of operation,
more than

2$0

1,500

mobile units with some

^,000

workers, and

hospital recreation workers. *
7
1

17
Memorandum of the Rational Recreation Policies
Committee, March, 19**6.
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These major services, together with sone minor organiza
tions, contributed great benefits to the comfort, happiness,
and well-being— both physical and mental— of millions of
Americans engaged in total war effort.
In two decades, from 1909 to 1929, expenditures for publicly sponsored recreation programs grew almost thirty times. °
In 19^1 municipal expenditures for recreation and parks reached
a total of $170,903,000.^

This was a per capita expenditure

of $ 1.28 (recreation and paries) and amounted to

2.3

per cent

of total municipal expenditures for all purposes that year.

In

19^2 all Incorporated cities and towns in the United States
spent over $ 81 ,000,000 for recreation . *
20
The 92 major cities (populations over 100,000) reported
as collecting a total of $ 8,0^ 6,000 in fees and charges for
recreation in

19**2 ,

expended that year on operation of recrea

tion programs a total of $55>737!000 , 21
total was spent on municipal parks.

Over half of this

The next largest amount

was for organized recreation, other than golf.

Of the total

^ P l a y g r o u n d and Beerootion Magazine. May, 1930, p. 59.

10U. S. Department of Comaerce, Census Bureau, "Financing
Federal, State," and Local Governments
19*+1."
20

U. S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, "Summary
of City Finances— 19^3.M Statistical Compendium 19^s-.
'•%. S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, "City
Finances— 19*+2" (Cities Having Populations Over 25,000).
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expenditures, $7, *+35,000 was for cultural and scientific
recreation, such as galleries, museums,

200s,

and botanical

gardens.

Outstanding longterm debt (bond issues) reported by

92

cities for recreation in 19*+2 totaled $22*f,}+36,000. ‘

these

Total investments in land, buildings, and facilities used
in cosamnity programs are almost incalculable.

The Work

Projects Administration, up to September, 19*+2, had spent
$ 833 ,000,000 for construction of recreational facilities (ex
cluding buildings) in addition to one-fourth of that amount for
recreation services.

During the same period, local sponsors

of recreation projects spent $ 212 ,000,000 for construction
service.
In 19M) about one-third of the cities and towns in the
country with populations over

2 ,500,

W + , 1 2 1 acres of municipal park area.
properties reported by
on

353 ,1 $+

averaged

acres.

$*+,685

1,031

l ,*+65 in number, had
The value of park

of these cities was $ 1 ,65*+,507,8*+3

This evaluation of municipal park acreage

per acre /

0

22

u. s. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, nCIty
Finances— 19*+2M (Populations over 25,000).
23

George D. Butler. "Municipal and County Parks in
the United States, 19J+0" (U. S. Department of Interior,
national Park Service).
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In 19^0 expenditures by 1,367 cities on their parks for
land, buildings and improvements, and for operation and main
tenance, including salaries, wages, equipment and supplies,
was £a 3 ,38l, 8>*0 .2)+
Comparison of the Development of Recreation
in North Dakota and the United States

Comparing the development of community recreation on
national and state levels, we find that North Dakota lias
lagged behind the progress of the national movement in finan
cial appropriations, local consideration of state legislation,
and trained personnel.

This fact apparently has resulted

from the combination of depression years, small population,
draught, and minority of urban centers.

Considerable hope

exists that the movement in the state will gain momentum and
parallel the national picture as the result of favorable
legislation, awakened Interest in recreation, appreciation of
its need and importance, and growth of centers providing
training for recreation leaders.
It is interesting to note that each of the five cities
whose typical programs and brief histories have been included

in tills survey, share a common experience In the origin of
the procedure which culminated in the passage of each local
Enabling Act.

In Bismarck, Crosby, Grand Forks, Mayville,

and Minot, the members of the local Park Board in cooperation
with public school officials and public-minded citizens
succeeded in motivating the citizens of each locality to
demand the legal opportunity to vote on the passage of local
recreation referendum.

CHAPTER I I I
OBJECTIVES OF RECREATION

Objectives of North Dakota Recreation Leaders
A greater understanding of the specific objectives of
community recreation in North Dakota and their correlation
with those objectives established for the national program
is more readily understood by analyzing the objectives of
each.

T o accomplish this end, recreation leaders in North

Dakota, when questioned concerning the specific objectives
of the recreation program in their edmu n i t y , verified the
importance of essential objectives which are in harmony with
those generally established for community recreation through
out the nation.

These objectives, as reported by North

Dakota leaders, may be consulted in the accompanying Table 1.
The recreation movement Is not styled alone for little
children or adolescent boys and girls, or any special group.
If the program Is to fulfill Its destiny, It must of necessity
be concerned with these groups but also it must meet with the
problems and needs of adult Americans.

In addition to age

and sex ’groups, the movement should serve all racial, national
and religious groups in the United States.
Too often recreation problems are thought of as problems
of larger centers of population— as a problem of safe play-

Table 1
Recreation Objectives of North Dakota Communities
Sponsoring Community Recreation Programs

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Group
Participation

Individual
SelfExpression

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Worthy Use of
Leisure

Curbing
Juvenile
Delinquency

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Democratic
Living

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Good
Citizenship

X
X
X
X
X

Social
Adjustment

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Character
Development

X
X

Good
Health

X
X

Satisfaction

Happiness of
Participants

City

YEAR-RQUID PROGRAM
1. Bismarck
2. Crosby
3. Dickinson
b. Grafton
5. Grand Forks
6 . Mandan
7. Minot
8 . Valley City
9. Williston

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
,_x

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

«

X
X
X
X
X

PART-TIME PROGRAM
1.
2,
3.
M-.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Beach
Devils Lake
Jamestown
Kenmare
Mayville
ITorthwood
Rolla
Wahpeton
Wishek

X
X
X
X
X
X
- - X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
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grounds for city eliildren, as a problem of welfare activity
for the industrial worker, or as a problem pertaining to a
specific city dueller's group.

It is highly important to

emphasise that recreation is the problem of all people in all
communities, whether large cities, small cities, small towns,
or rural areas.
Above all, the recreation program must aim at making
American culture and way of life a living thing— a civilisa
tion based on the Importance of the welfare of the individual.
The twentieth century mode of life, while predominantly based
upon mechanised industry, must keep as its goal human mastery
over machines, not slavery to the machines fashioned out of
human inventive genius.

Leisure secured, the recreation

program must endeavor to assist in the wise use of free time
in order that our populace lives fully, happily, and intelli
gently.
Public recreation shares with other institutions in the
responsibility for the progressive realisation of the follow
ing objectives which may be summed up in terms of a good life,
"That leisure may be a boon and not a curse, that it m y up
build and not break down the morale of a people is an objec
tive, a common cause to whoso support we may perhaps devote
more effort than we have ever given to leisure's opposite—

work*”

(A statement by Clarence E. Sherman voices well a

common objective of recreation.
A major objective of recreation Is to contribute to the
happiness and pleasure of all Individuals and groups.

This

objective must be recognized In planning a recreation pro
gram, mindful that an effort should be made to improve the
quality of stimulus and response.

In planning a program,

administrators should attempt to provide facilities and pro
grams which induce participation in activities that contribute
to the immediate objective of Iiappiness.

The criterion of

all planning, administering, functioning of every recreational
program will fulfill its purpose only insofar as it concen
trates above all else to bring maximum pleasure and joy to
all Its participants.
A companion objective and one bearing close relationship
to Iiappiness as a n objective is that of satisfaction.

Recrea

tion provides a n outlet for our human need to satisfy Inner
drives.

The very acquisition of knowledge, learning a skill

or reaching a goal, engenders in us a deep-seated pleasure
and sense of personal accomplishment.

Recreation provides 1

1Clarence E. Sherman, Freedom for Fun. Chicago Recreation
Commission Report. 19**7.

many opportunities for participation in activities both on
an individual and group basis, and the praise of one*s team
mates, approval of a crowd, and self-recognition of achieve
ment contributes forcibly to the happiness objective.

Happi

ness through recreation cases by doing and by sharing, or as
Lord Byron so aptly phrased its
’’All who joy would win, must share it
Happiness was born a twin. *
recreation is the satisfaction of human hunger— a hunger
for self-expression and creativity, or belonging to a group
and being united, for recognition, for competition, for
adventure, and for combat, appetites which exist to a greater
or minor degree in every normal human being,

recreation is

not a matter of motions but of emotions.

It is an approach,

a psychological response— a way of life.

It differs from

work only in its motivation and its form of compensation.
"The pay check for work is money, prestige or power; the pay
chock for play is the gratification in the doing— fun, joy,
happiness, satisfaction. ”2
llext to happiness perhaps the leading objective to be
strived for is that of good health.

2

Physical, mental, and

Statement of G. Ott Rooney, Director of Recreation and
Clubs, American Red Cross,made before a Senate Subcommittee
hearing, 19^ •

spiritual health are essential to the ooECBmlty recreation
program a M every opportunity should he provided to coordinate
all the forces of health and recreation.

Certain recreation

contributes toward developing functional power and endurance
through muscular activity, as well as providing an emotional
relief so necessary to good health.

The person with goc«i

health has a decided advantage in everyday life5 moreover, he
possesses the vigor to fight the battles of life enthusias
tically.
Public recreation seeks to provide recreation largely
out-of-doors because of its appreciation for the rules of
health.

The recreation programs for children are partially

designed to counteract sedentary and nervous strains of school
life, while for adults the program is geared as a supplement
to the individual^ occupation supplying necessary exercise
and mental activity which is missing in work.

Thus tlie con

tribution points toward development of the whole nan.

The

recreation movement i/lfch its defense of the right of childhood
to play, its education of children in health, its emphasis cm
activity for all, and its compelling program which is con
stantly enriching the leisure hours of adults, is doing much

3

to advance the cause of health.3

3
-'George Hjelte, Administration of Public Recreation
(tow York; The Ifecnlllan Co., l^k)), p. TU."'

A fourth important objective of recreation is the
development and growth of character.

The value of play in

the promotion of character has long been recognized by f o r e 
m o s t educators and the principle that character is at its

best when allied with a healthy body and mind has achieved
recognition.

Although recreation alone does not build

character, the mere participation in recreational activities,
armed with a proper attitude, will assist the individual in
acquiring traits acceptable to society.

These traits,

formulated by doing and being rather than by teaching, are
given free rein in the recreational scheme.

Character forma

tion is an active vigorous process, not a passive interest
in the activities of life and as such develops more richly
and deeply by "doing" rather than "being,"

Jay B. flash lists

the following conditions x/hlch must be present if an activity
is to present character building opportunities:
1.

Education oust be a dofnr. phenomenon.

2.

The child must be interested in the act,

3.

Participation in activities must be
satisfying.

if.

The activities should offer opportunities
f a r complete integration.

5.

Activities must provide for leadership

and fellowship.

■1 ■

-

- "

'

6.

•• - :

-

Activities. must offer opportunity for selfdirection.^

It is the responsibility of the recreation movement to
provide all the conditions necessary for the character ful
fillment and personal growth of each individual.
Social adjustment is another worthy objective of recrea
tion,

Through it, a person can discover for himself a

satisfying place among ills fellows.

By cultivating basic

human virtues, he may learn to live happily and peacefully
among his neighbors with the resulting knowledge that he is
appreciated, revered, and respected by his acquaintances.
B y playing together, people learn to live together and become
adjusted to complex social living.
Wherever steps have been taken to establish local rec
reation, they have been paid great dividends by developing
good citizenship— a sixth objective of the movement.

Properly

supervised recreation creates situations through which whole
some attitudes are established and habits of good social
conduct begun.

The etiiics of sportsmanship, principles of

fair-play, and fair administration are closely patterned on
the general tenets of good citisensiiip.

With the play spirit

in his v/ork— a quality all successful businessmen have— and a

'Jay B. Hash, Character Education liiroukh Physical
Education
ion (hew York: A. P. Barnes & Co., 1052), pp. 111-116.
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capacity for recreation activities when away from that work,
the individual should became a contented and contributing
citizen.
The great stress laid in recent years upon curbing
juvenile delinquency brings forth another objective of recrea
tion— that of prevention and cure.

Law enforcement officers

and recreation workers have observed that a well-conducted
recreation program for children and youth has a very beneficial
effect in keeping them occupied with constructive activities.^
Solving of tiie child delinquency problem is complex because
the sources giving rise to delinquency are many and varied;
however, in combination with other influences, recreation can
be valuable.

Most recreation programs emphasise positive

objectives, but as secondary alms, preventative and curative
measures are deserving of consideration.

The seriousness of

the problem is recognised by Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, who
states, "Play is one of the most important spiritual forces in
the world.

Bottle up the play life of boys and girls, or let

it be perverted to evil ends, and we have hurt their characters
beyond any power of preaching to undo the wrong." 5

5

Ralph W. Page in The Pliiladeloiila Evening h a l e tin.
November 23 , 19^ 6 .

T o m A. Clark, Attorney General of the United States, has
a

f

expressed his views concerning the role of community recrea
tion in the fight against increasing Juvenile delinquency
as follows*
"Experience lias shown that desirable qualities
can be more easily developed and permanently retained
when they are incidental to enjoyable interests, such
as may be found in competitive games and sports, play
grounds, wholesome literature, good music, handicrafts,
constructive hobbies, and other worthwhile forms of
recreation.
Unfortunately the records of juvenile
delinquency in this country today reflect that inter
ests of an alarming number of our youth have not been
properly developed. . . .More persons aged 17 are
arrested than any other group. Those under 21 years
of age represent 15 per cent of all murderers, 36
per cent of all robbers, 51 per cent of burglars,
3*f par cent of thieves. 26 per cent of arsonites,
62 per cent of automobile thieves, and 30 per cent of
all rapists. The records also indicate that high
delinquency and inadequate recreation go hand in hand.
It is significant that raost juvenile delinquency
occurs between the hours of b p.m. and midnight and
during vacation holidays: or in other words, during ,
time that should be devoted to wholesome recreation ." 5
The limitations placed upon the individual for selfexpression in his occupation provides another objective toward
which recreation may eontribute— that of self-realisation.
People increasingly are forced to depend upon recreation for
the continuation of developmental processes begun during
childhood.

Public recreation creates an opportunity for

Quoted from a letter written by Attorney General Tou
Clark to the Chairman of the Education and Labor Committee,
United States Senate, May 13, 19^-6.
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balanced development and a continuation of education In
activities not for utilitarian purposes but rather for selfrealisation and personal satisfaction.

The impulses toward

creative expression are found potentially in everyone, and
through veil-planned leisure time programs opportunities for
discovering latent talent may bring about a great new phase
of satisfactory and profitable worthwhile living through selfexpression.
A ninth objective of recreation is that of social adjust
ment.

That man is a social being dependent upon other men for

the very basic needs of satisfying relationships is a cardinal
principle of sociology.

The importance accorded the family

as the crux and center of the state and of civilization
necessitates that some consideration be given socialization
as a factor in recreational objectives.

Satisfactory family

relationships and pleasing recreation can form the basis for
similar fruitful qualities in group recreation.

Recreation

can enrich and revitalize family relationships by creating
deeper understanding and increased mutual pleasure.

The in

dividual becomes a personality only when he lives with others,
and a program whose objective is to create a well-balanced
community, when sociability is stressed, makes the community
a happy place in which to live.
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Democracy as the final aim toward which every recreation
program should strive Implies an ability for citizens to live
democratically and to employ the democratic processes in many
aspects of living*

In recreation the essential dignity and

worth of the individual is recognized and his success is
determined by his ability to cooperate with others*

It is in

recreation that some of the finest opportunities for promoting
democratic habits can be found.

If the essence of democracy—

that of free choice as an individual combined with submission
to self-imposed laws for the greatest pleasure to be derived
of that free choice— is employed as a basic principle of rec
reation, it will probably be a guiding force in other phases
of living.

Concerning government and leisure, Ralph F. (kites,

Governor of Indiana, makes this thoughtful observation:
"In this age of expanding production through
almost incredible technological advances, govern
ment must not overlook the fact that one important
by-product will be an increase of leisure time for
our citizens. The manner in which an individual
utilizes his leisure time not only reflects on his
own character and happiness but also on his value
to the community as a citizen. Man finds satisfac
tion in doing things of his own choosing and govern
ment must share the responsibility for providing
opportunities for wholesome recreation in the fora
of parks, playgrounds, community centers, and or
ganised programs. By such means any tendency toward
moral decline in our national life can be effective
ly resisted, and each of us will be able to live
fuller and richer lives."7

Quoted from an address of welcome to State Becreatlon
Commission, Indianapolis, Indiana, 19**6.
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The right to pursue happiness in leisure, as guaranteed
in the Declaration of Independence, must "be considered a
basic principle of American democracy, and in protecting this
principle, the ideal of democracy is assured.

Approval for

the part the recreational movement has played in democratic
living is expressed as follows by President Harry S. Trumans
"It is decidedly in the interest of the
national welfare that so many local recreation
agencies in cities, counties, and towns are provlding the leadership and financial backing nec
essary to insure wholesome recreation facilities.
"The right of children to play, to sing and
to dance; the right of youth to sport for sport *s
sake; the right of men and women to use leisure in
the pursuit of happiness in their cam way, are
basic in our American heritage.
Recreation is an inevitable part of e v e r y o n e ^ life—
a n important segment of the living process.

Provision of

adequate opportunity for recreation is a fundamental responsi
bility of a democratic society and of immeasurable importance
in Baling democracy work.

It is primarily in and through

local community goverrsaent that the people must exercise
their right and responsibility to provide adequate and proper
recreational opportunities for all the people.

This means

a n aroused and enlightened public policy in this country,

O

Quoted from a letter written by President Truman to
Howard S. Braucher, President of tho national Recreation
Association, Hay, 19^7.

which makes the local community the focal point In a vast
Increase of public provision for wholesome uses of leisure,
and the acceptance In practice of the democratic principle
that the fruits of qualitative recreation are for each and
Q

for all members of all communities.y
The Recreation Platform

Recently committees from three of the leading professional
groups in recreation, the American Recreation Society, the
American Association of Group Workers, and the American Assoc
iation for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, issued

10

a Recreation Platform
national groups.

which has been endorsed by many

It forms the general basis of simple agree

ments on which the field can move ahead cooperatively.
Preamble

Recreation is a basic need for living in a
democratic society.

It may be an organised or a

spontaneous activity under governmental, voluntary,
or private auspices.

For the individual recreation

may be any wholesome leisure experience engaged in

^Sherwood Gates, Director of Recreation, Office of
Community War Services, in a bulletin published by the
Federal Security Agency.
yer and Br ightb3.11, SoL'saunit:/ Recreation, pp. 28-30.

solely for the satisfaction derived therefrom.
It includes games and sport 3 , camping, hiking,
dancing, picnics, discussion groups, drama, music,
arts and crafts, and other activities of personal
choice.

Recreation nay be an individual hobby or

an experience snared with others.

It is man's

principal opportunity for enrichment of living.
The present mechanized ago and its prospect
of increased leisure demands comprehensive plan
ning for recreation.

In every community there

should be a citizens* recreation council repre
senting all interested groups and, in addition,
a board or commission officially responsible for
direction of a tax-supported public recreation
program.

As part of the complete community plan,

the voluntary and private agencies can provide
significant opportunities for individual and group
recreation.
The modern community supports education,
health, recreation, welfare, and related services
as essential to the individual and society.

The

provision of these services is a responsibility
of the entire community including public, private,
and voluntary agencies.

%

Platform
1.

A program of recreation should be provided in
every community, rural and urban; and for all
people, children, youth, and adults.

2.

Opportunities and programs for recreation should
be available twelve months of the year.

3.

The program of recreation should be planned to
meet the interests and needs of individuals
and groups.

h.

Education for the "worthy use of leisure” in
home 3 , schools, and other community institutions
is essential.

5*

Community planning for leisure requires co
operative action of public and voluntary
agencies including civic, patriotic, religious,
social, and other groups which have recreation
interests and resources.

6.

A recreation plan for the community should re
sult in the fullest use of all resources and
be integrated with long-range planning for all
other c o m u n l t y services.

7.

IJherever possible, federal, state, and local
agencies should correlate their plans for the
planning, acquisition, and use of recreation
facilities.
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8.

Recreation facilities, public and private,
should be planned on a neighborhood, district,
and regional basis to provide the maximum
opportunities and services for all age groups.

9.

Local planning boards, recreation commissions,
boards of education, and park boards should
cooperate in long-range planning for the
acquisition, development, and. use of recrea
tion facilities.

10.

Schools should serve as adequately as possible
the education-recreation needs of pupils and
be planned so that they will be efficient
centers for community use.

11.

Parks should be planned wherever possible to
include facilities for sports, games, and
other recreation activities which are suit
able for children, youth, and adults.

12.

Recreation personnel should have professional
training and personal qualifications suited
to their specific services.

13.

Civil service and/or state certification
procedures should be adopted to insure the
employment of professionally trained and
qualified personnel in public recreation pro
grams.
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l1*-.

Each agency, organisation, or group which lias
recreation functions and facilities should em
ploy an adequate staff of qualified personnel
to moot its share of the eoramoalty needs,

15.

Professional associations and societies on
national, state, and local levels should co
operate in establishing and improving pro
fessional standards and in achieving the
objectives of recreation,

16.

Every state should create necessary and
appropriate enabling legislation which permits
e v e r y community to plan, finance, and adminis

ter an adequate public recreation program.
17.

Public recreation programs should be financed
by tax funds under a department of the local
government.

18.

Adequate financial support for the recreation
services rendered by voluntary agencies should
bo provided by contributions.

19.

A fundamental and continuing obligation of all
responsible agencies is to develop a public
awareness of the social significance of rec
reation b y interpreting its needs, services,
and opportunities.
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20.

Recreation services, actual and potential,
should be evaluated continuously in terms of
their contributions toward enriching individual
and community life.

Concerning the general recreation objectives just dis
cussed, llorth Dakota leaders echoed the worth of these aims
as coinciding with those established in their own communities.
Most loaders agreed on the importance of essential objectives
of happiness, good health, character development, social ad
justment, good citizenship, democratic living, worthy use of
leisure and group participation.

The objectives of satis

faction, curbing juvenile delinquency, and individual selfexpression, while considered important in llorth Dakota pro
grams, seem to be less vital to the programs in this state.
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C H A P T E R IV

ORGANIZATION OF C O M M U N I T Y RECREATION

Organization in North Dakota
The possibility for an expanding program of imch-needed
c a l a m i t y recreation looms brighter and nearer for the state
of North D-.kota.

Trie greatest milestone in the state recrea

tional history— passage of the Recreation Enabling Act— opens
wide the door of opportunity for those whose aim it is to
foster expansion of a state-wide community recreation program.
A state predominantly comprised of rural areas, villages,
and small towns, North Dakota faces a great challenge in
striving to bring home to her citizens the benefits of wellplanned and well-administered programs of recreation.

Nomer-

our states of greater population and large industrial areas
Ixave been reaping for a considerable time the fruits of com
plex and highly organised recreation programs to the point of
taking such activities as their just due 5 the residents of
North Dakota cannot make such fortunate claims since relatively
few communities in the state offer planned programs.
This, therefore, is the situation with which we are con
fronted in North Dakotaj

a great upsurge of interest in rec

reation programsj communities, ready and anxious to so same
tiling— many somewhat uncertain concerning what should be done
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or how to do it.

It is extremely important that ceaaaralties

establish desirable policies and practices at the cutset be
cause after these became fixed, it Is difficult and often
wasteful to change them.

Groat harm nay be done both to the

community and to the cause of recreation by ill-advised pro
grams and procedures,
National Objectives for Recreation Organisation
To develop these objectives necessitates the effective,
persistent, and orderly development of the five P*ss
Purposing, Planning, Preparing, Publicising, and Projecting
the Program.1
For the purpose of conciseness, adaptability, and utility,
discussion of the procedure for establishing a community rec
reation program will be confined to elaboration on a tenpoint plan of suggested aids.

I. Assembly
The first question that m y came to the minds of those
who wish to instigate a community recreation program might be,
"Who

sponsors or

starts a program for ccommity organization?”

XDr. . II. herns, "A Plan of Action for Recreation,”
Pennsylvania Journal of Health. Physical Education and jhocrcation. October. 1 ^ 2 .

The answer Is that a community may oak© the start.

At tills

point It might be well to elaborate upon the meaning of the
word "community."

By this word Is meant a group of people

gathered together in any geographical area, whether large or
small, united by common Interests, and working together as
one body to satisfy common needs and ambitions.

2

As the

family is the basis of society, the community is the basic
institution which protects and cares for Its social well
being; it is the workshop of democracy.

So any of these

workers in the cause of America*s citizenry may take up the
cudgel in Ills community and initiate a plan for recreation
organization, whether he be a teacher, clergyman, merchant,
banker, county agent, or other community leader.

Once the

Idea has seized the imagination of a leader or leaders, the
cause progresses in ratio to the organizer’s thoughtful pro
cedure.

T o promulgate any Idea one must give it publicity,

since selling a recreational plan to a cesamunity is like sell
ing any other commodity— the article for sale must be propa
gandised to point up its desirability, need, and worth in
the minds of the public.

Advertising in the business world

Is for the purpose of directly selling or creating sales;

"Teycr and Brightbill, Community Recreation, p. 133.
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publicity makes no actual sales but promotes good will and
understanding— it is the latter type that is a necessary
first step to establish a need for organizing community rec
reation.

Trie publicity campaign can and snould involve as many

of the following means as are available in the community:
printed circulars, personal contacts via word of south, news
papers, editorials, radio, exhibits, window displays, public
speeches, and the like.

It is to be noted that same of these

means of publicity demand unified cooperation of several or
groups of individuals because they involve schemes of publicity
too involved for a single organizer to undertake.
It is not practicable to include a total list of the
objectives of recreation publicity, but included among them
are:
1.

To have the public thoroughly understand the
purposes, aims, values, and services of the agency
or department.

2.

To mold and arouse public opinion in favor of the
program and build general goodwill.

3.

To provide a naans for reporting on the steward
ship of funds.

J+.

To enlist participation and secure maximum use
of facilities and services.

5.

To counteract false impressions and correct nisunderstandings.

6.

To keep the public conscious of the organization^
continued willingness to serve.

7.

To popularize self-supporting or partially selfsupporting activities.

8.

T o condition the uublic to changes In policies,
rules, regulations, methods of dera t i o n , and
plans.

9.

To achieve greater financial support through
legislative changes.

10.

T o appear for support and help on special projects.

11.

T o report events which have taken place, or Which
are planned for the future.3

Once the publicity campaign is well underway, it is time
to plan preliminary conferences -with individual community
loaders, stimulating their interest and. enthusiasm in the
project and ultimately enlisting their support.

Persons who

are active in all community organizations are potential
loaders in a movement to secure general recognition of the
need for community recreation, so at least one representative
for each organised group within the community should be
approached.

Service clubs, churchos, lodges and fraternities,

private agencies, city councils, youth groups, and ladies*
societies present opportunities for support, and consulting
some of the leaders in these groups is a necessary prelude to
establishing a public need for recreation,
Assuming tills preliminary work has been carefully carried
on, it is now time to set a date for a public assembly— the

"'ibid., pp. 618-19,
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first actual step in this overall organizational plan.

All

interested individuals are to be aware of the meeting as a
result of the previously discussed publicity; special emphasis
is laid on representation by officials of community government
and representatives of appropriate and more important ccraminity
agencies and organizations.

Organizers in recreation frequent

ly obtain quick results by educating conmunity leaders on the
great need existing in their community for a sound program of
recreation.

A tentative plan of organization and action

should be ready for proposal at this meeting.

The real nature

of the recreation function can be made clearer by drawing an
analogy between the work of recreation and education depart
ments.

The primary function of an education department is

not to build schools and to maintain grounds and buildings,
but to teach children in activities which contribute to their
growth and development according to the ideals of good citizen
ship.

It should be pointed out at this meeting that the

effectiveness of the proposed recreational program is to be
judged not so much from the standpoint cSf the material
facilities provided, such as parks, pools, and playgrounds,
but rather from the standpoint of the program of activities
and its value and extent in contributing to worthy social
objectives.
The question might be asked at this meeting, "What
actually do we possess in our ccominity that may be organized

In connection with recreation?”

The organizer might suggest

the following list as an answer:1*
Land and water areas
1.

2.

Intended primarily for recreation
A.

Playgrounds

3*

Lakes

C#

Beaclies

D.

Streams and rivers

E.

Park lands

Intended secondarily for recreation
A.

School lands

B.

Forest lands

C.

harbor lands and rivers

Buildings and structures
1.

Intended primarily for recreation
A.

Playground buildings, or field houses

3.

Play apparatus and equipment

C.

Ca.iounity club houses

D.

Gymnasiums

E.

Bath houses

F.

Boat houses

G.

Swimming pools

L.
George Iljelte, Administration of Public Ijecreation
(hew horkj The Macmillan 6o., I^f5), py. V/^t-9 0

H.

Camp structures
Etc., Etc.

All tlie people of tbs community, differentiated
according to

1.

neighborhood

2.

Age

3.

Sex
Interests

?.

Traditions

6.

national culture

7.

Leisure available

8.

Economic status

9.

Artificial groupings
Etc., Etc.

Activities
1.

Differentiated according to their nature
A.

Arts and crafts

D.

1Susie

C.

Draraa

D.

Physical education activities
(1)

Athletics

(2)

Gymnastics

(3)

Games

(b)

Combative sports

(?)

Water sports

(6 )

Winter sports

2.

3.

E.

Environmental or nature activities

F.

Literary activities

Differentiated according to environment or
equipment required
A.

Playground activities

B.

Park activities

C.

School activities (extra-curricular)

D.

Beach activities

E.

S w i m l n g pool activities

F.

Camping activities

G.

Woodcraft

II.

Boating activities

I.

Stadium sports

J.

Golf

K.

neighborhood social activities

L.

Scientific hobbles

M.

Activities of the worksliop and studio
Etc., Etc,

Differentiated according to degree of
expertness required
A.

momentary

B.

Secondary

C.

Advanced

Services required to administer recreation
1.

Planning

2.

Management
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3.

Construction
Maintenance

II.

5.

Horticultural services

6.

Or ganisat ion

7.

Proaotion

8.

Supervision

Planning.1
: Committee
The Planning Coamittee should be composed of a representa

tive from each of the groups represented at the assembly.

In

order to achieve overall planning, it is important that the
Committee draw up a complete prospectus setting forth in scoe
detail a specific planning program.

It should list all the

agencies, departments, and organisations of the ccsamunity
which can make a contribution to the program and prepare an
effective strategy for enlisting their cooperation,

under

any condition, a plan for recreation must be built Ground
the general needs of people of various agos and interests,
providing a sufficiently wide range of opportunities to
satisfy then.

Community planning should take into considera

tion the importance of public opinion.

As a factor in "step

I" it was pointed out that arousing public support and gaining
public interest was a major factor in organizing a program.
As a result of the recent war, interest in recreation has
reached new heights because Americans came to Ijnow and under
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stand the importance of leisure time activities In the armed
services as well as wartime industry.

How is the time to

capitalize on that interest factor, and it is a function of
the Planning Committee to utilize; public support.

The work

of this Committee will probably be more effective if it does
not exceed seven in numbor.

It is suggested that the planning

board secure and analyze data on the social and economic
conditions of the community; occupations and employment;
housing conditions; social problems; patterns of government;
finances and information on neighborhoods,

III,

purvey
This survey is to be made by or under the supervision

of the Planning Committee to determine:
1,

Availability and accessibility of existing
areas and facilities,

2,

Possibility of strengthening present program,
areas, and facilities,

3,

Additional expansion needed to meet demands*

b.

Cost of additional expansion, sources and methods
by which cost is to be underwritten,

5.

Present leisure time activities of children,
youth, and adults,

6,

Recreational interests of all age groups and
their activity preference under proposed program.^

3

Guide to Establishing a Recreation Program. Federal
Security Agency''(G o v e r m e n t IVInbing Office) ,
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The Planning Committee undertaking the survey should be
admonished not to follow too closely the form o f a survey
undertaken elsewhere, but rather to fashion their survey after
the needs and existing conditions of their own community.
Care should be taken that the recommendations are sound and
within reasonable reach of the community and not based upon
existing conditions in recreational programs of other localities
or tixose set up according to national standards.

Comprehensive

surveys of communities include information concerning the
natural physical conditions, population, significant historical
events, economic conditions and material wealth, political
organizations and government, education, family life, social
welfare agencies, religious activities, amusements, various
social problems, and related factors . 6

Surveys must provide

more than statistics} they must include in detail not only
the objectives sought but practical information as to how the
recommendations can and should bo carried out.

After official

adoption of the survey, the roport might well be distributed
for p .blic perusal.

It can serve as an added basis for

publicity campaigns which can do much to point out existing
deficiencies} measure community resources} and planning a
course of future action..
I
*

(j

II.
York: A.

.

and E. ;. ITeuneyer, Lg I iuipc mid hocreatlo.: (how
Barnes Co., 1936), u. 3 .
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IV.

Local Organisation for ' ccrcation
The purpose of local recreational legislation is to pro

vide legal authorisation for the c a l a m i t y to furnish recrea
tion services.

In the state of north Dakota where authority

is derived from the Enabling Act, local legislation is pro
vided tlirough ordinance.

Securing the adoption of such an

ordinance in accordance with existing state law must be under
taken at this point in the endeavor to establish a community
recreation program.

Regardless of the firm of local authority

to be employed in administering the program, It is essential
to bring about local legislation.

The laws adopted must be

broad and inclusive, but also specific, leaving no doubt as
to where the responsibility is to be placed.
Consideration must be first given to the type of agency
which will administer the program in the coixxonity,

Several

types of agencies are as follows:

1.

Recreation department independent of the school
and park department and controlling its own
facilities•

2.

Recreation department as a division of the Park
Board.

3.

Consolidated park and recreation department.

U-.

Recreation department which uses facilities of
park aid school departments.
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Because the majority of public recreation programs are
authorised by local ordinance rather than by charter amend
ment, there follows a suggested ordinance.
LOCAL RECEEA1IOIJ ORDINANCE

1.

Jnder the provisions of S e c t i o n _____ of Chapter ____

of the General Lavs o f __________, there is hereby established
a RECREATION BOARD OR CCMH3B5I0II.

This Board or Commission

shall consist of five (5 ) persons serving without pay who
shall be appointed by the Mayor.

Tlie term of office sliall

be for five (5 ) years or until their successors are appointed
and qualified, except that the members of such Board or
Ccasnission occuring otherwise than by expiration of* term shall
be filled by the Mayor for the unexpired term.
2.

The Board or Commission shall bo responsible for

all policies, rules, and regulations relating to the adminis
tration of the public recreation program.
3.

Immediately sifter the Board*s appointment, it shall

meet and organise by electing one of its members President
and by installing such other officers as may be necessary.
The Board or Commission shall have the power to adopt bylaws,
rules, and regulations for the proper conduct of public rec
reation for the city.
W.

Tiie Recreation Board or Commission shall provide,

conduct, and supervise public playgrounds, athletic fields,

'A

recreation centers, and other recreation facilities and
activities on any of the properties owned or controlled by
the city, or on other properties with the consent of the
owners and authorities thereof.

It shall have the power to

conduct any form of recreation activity that will employ the
leisure time of the people in a constructive and wholesome
manner•
5.

The Recreation Board or Commission shall have the

power to appoint a Superintendent or Director who is trained
and properly qualified for the work, and upon the recommenda
tion of the Superintendent or Director, such other personnel
as may be required.

6.

The Recreation Board or Commission shall submit

annually a budget to the municipal authorities for their
approval.
7.

The Board or Ccooission may also solicit or receive

any gifts or bequests of money or other personal property,
or any donations to be applied, principal or income, for
either temporary or permanent use for playgrounds or other
recreational purposes.

8.

The Recreation Board or Commission shall make to the

municipalities full and complete annual and other required
reports and shall also make reports requested by other
agencies.

9,

Upon recommendation of the Superintendent, the

Board or Commission shall have authority to levy fees and
charges which it deans appropriate in providing recreational
services or facilities,
10.

The Recreation Board or Commission is authorised

to work jointly with other municipal departments and/or polit
ical subdivisions to provide and establish, operate, conduct
and maintain a supervised recreation system and to acquire,
operate, improve, and maintain property, both real and
personal, for parks, playgrounds, recreation centers, and
other recreation facilities and activities.
11.

All ordinances, resolutions, or parts thereof, in

conflict with the provisions and intent of tills ordinance
are hereby repealed.'7

V.

Budget
Community recreation is supported in many ways, among

them:

(1) tax levy, (2) appropriation, (3) public subscrip

tion, 0+) coununity chest, and (5) combination of afore
mentioned means.

A number of states, one of which is Iforth

Dakota, have legislation which permits financing of public
recreation through a special tax levy,

north Dakota, for

?Meyer and Brightbill, Cot inanity Recreation, pp. 320-21
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example, permits the levying of a n annual tax of not more
than 2.5 mills can each dollar of assessed property valuation
to be appropriated for public recreation.

Detailed consider

ation of this form of finance will be discussed at length in
a Inter chapter.
The second common method of securing funds for the
support of community recreation is that of appropriating by
the city councils on the basis of budgets which are represented
by tlie recreation authority.

This type of financial arrange

ment provides for steady income in amounts as great as can
reasonably' be secured from a municipal council.

It indirectly

establishes a great need for skilled recreational leadership
who can maintain the standards and interpret the needs of
community recreation to the public.

The uncertainty of the

size of the annual appropriations might be cited as a major
disadvantage of this method.
By means of public subscription, funds can be raised
for recreation; effacacy of till3 method depends upon two
relative factors*

the good will of the public and the

energies of the promotors in securing the funis.

Theoretic

ally, perhaps it is the most ideal plan, providing circum
stances in the ccemunity are favorable.

Practically, however,

raising funds by means of public appeal provide a vasedilating,
deviating, and often times insecure means of recreational
malntainance.

A program established entirely on tills basis
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operates In most cases on Insecure foundations, particularly
during times of financial strain.
The C a m u n i t y Chest as a source of revenue is proving
successful in many communities.

Tiie fact that contributions

are- voluntary and given by individuals representing every
group in the locality make it truly a ccxamunity means of
support.

Then, too, the exposition of facts which focus

public attention upon the need for recreation in a caumunity
is a factor in its favor.

A major disadvantage of this type

of financial support stems from the fact that the funds m s t
be divided among numerous community agencies whose support
depends upon the Chestj hence funds, particularly in the small
ccaaounities, are often too limited to provide for maintainence
of an adequate program of recreation.

In such case, a

combination of methods might well result in the ideal means
of operating a satisfactory and worthwhile community program.

VI.

Trained leadersliin
Recreation demands trained leadership.

J. Edgar Hoover

points out this need thus, "An investment in youth in pro
viding recreational facilities and supplying leadership of
the proper type during leisure hours is a n insurance of
American democracy."

The professional quality of recreation

personnel must continually improve if it is to meet advancing
program methods and techniques.
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la all positions which I n v o l v e dealings with human
personalities, these general qualifications can be expected
in a leaders

personal integrity, interest in humanity,

enthusiasm for one*s work, resourcefulness, common sense,
dependability, patience, a sense of humor.

The related

qualities of efficiency, thoroughness, industry, and accuracy
are qualities desirable in one who is entrusted with the
leadership of recreation in one *s ccmsaunity. 0
More specifically, the recreation worker should have
knowledge of the following:
History.

Philosophy and theory of recreation; develop

ment of recreation; stages, transitions, and trends; concepts
of recreation; background knowledge.
Basic concents in understanding Individuals.

General

biological and pliysiological functions; general psychology,
psychology of personality, social psychology, cliild and
adolescent psychology.
Principles and methods of leadership.

Objectives and

techniques of leadership; interests, needs, abilities, and
limitations of leadership; leadership and the group process;
leadership in program planning and activities and techniques

%kiory S, Bogardus, Leaders and Leadership (Ifeu York:
Century Co., 193*0, p. 2121
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of administration, supervision, and direction; understanding
t e volunteers .
Community recreation needs and resources to meet these
needs.

Sponsorship and purpose; areas, facilities, and equip

ment; clientele served; program building and emphasis;
legislative factors; financial policies and practices; person
nel; public relations.
kioulod :o of skills.

Mastery of one or more skills,

practice of numerous skills and recognition of the place of
other skills in the total, balanced program of athletics,
sports, and games; dramatics; arts and crafts; music; reading
and storytelling; dancing; nature and outing activities;
social events, and others; place, use, and direction of rec
reation program skills.
Method of social research.

Research projects; studies

and surveys; analysis and interpretation; evaluation tech
niques; clinical experiments; reports and records.
Field work in recreation.

Practical experience— metliods

and procedure; schedule and time elements; supervision and
guidance; standards.^

%ieyer and 3rightbill, Community Recreation, pp. 375-76.

Institutions of higher learning have begun to recognize
and mist explore further the place of recreation as a basic
human need and include courses in the curriculum whose pur
pose it is to assure a supply of trained workers.

This

training should disclose the activities he can best engage
in v/ith the most beneficial results to the community.

When

seeking leadership for a community program, it is important
that these factors be considered in the choice of the
applicant.
VII.

Balanced Program of Wholosoae Activities

#
T o meet the needs of people through recreation, it is
necessary to provide a wide variety of activities, differing
according to the interests and experience of individuals,
the resources available, and the coominity setting.

Dr. Ben

Hiller ,10 Executive Secretary, American Association for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, recommends that
recreation services and facilities be provided for children,
adolescents, youths, adults and the aged of all geographic
areas, for both sexes, and for all cultural and racial groups.
Well-developed community recreation services provide the
following opportunities*

10

Report. Commission on Recreation, national Conference
of Social welfare Heeds, March, 19^3.
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1.

Provision for self-directed opportunities
Places for individuals to go and equipment
to use, such ass

libraries, picnic areas, navies,

golf courses, tennis courts, fishing, hunting,
hiking, and camping.
P r o g r a m to encourage family participation,
such ass

hobbies, music, games in the home, and

facilities for the use of family groups outside
the heme,
2.

Provision for organised activities and hobbies
under leadership
Opportunities are needed for participation
in a wide variety of activities which by nature
must be organized, administered, and guided, and
which may require equipment.

Illustrations are

team gaiaes, music, arts and crafts, dances,
nature study, swimming, and camping.
In planning the recreation program, care should be taken
to observe a balance between routine, scheduled, and special
activities.

R. Bruce T o m in Program Heins advises thus:

"Every recreation program must have three dimensions— length
of time, breadth of interest, and depth of meaning.

A well-

planned program will help provide opportunities for satis
factions in developing skills— manual, mental, physical,
spiritual, and social."
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V III*

Public holatioas Gaxiitcoo
The original planning committee would be the logical

choice in enlisting the support of public opinion.
support is based on understanding and good will.

Tills
The recrea

tion department lias the best opportunity of all departments
in city government to cultivate good public relations because
the sum total of its contacts are greater, more intimate, and
related to pleasurable experiences.

Hesorbing to such neons

as the following helps to create good will and favorable
public opinions

newspapers, radio, exhibits, window displays,

printed publicity, public addresses, interviews, inspection
tours, and nailing lists.
Merely because the small recreation centers cannot enlist
the aid of a public relations specialist is no reason why
tills organisational step should be ignored.

Each person

connected in sene degree with the program can promulgate its
worth and value by word of mouth.
IX.

Into,.'ration and Cooperation With Other Agencies
"Recreation is Just as necessary as work.

Provisions

for recreation Is not a minor incident of good community life,
but a vital element in social well-being.

Ohio:

An effort should

~~Art!iur E. Morgan, The Small Comuamlty (Yellow Springs,
Cooaunlty Service,
1^6).
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be made to Integrate and coordinate the physical and hum an
resources of all local agencies and organisations toward the
end of joint planning and action for recreation.

Such agencies

as (1) schools, (2) Department of Health, and (3) churches
should head the list of those whose cooperation should be
enlisted.

Schools
School facilities sliould be operated beyond school hours
as cocramity centers.

Education for leisure should also be

given through the school curriculum.

The wisdco of this pro

cedure is substantiated by the city of LaCrosse, Wisconsin—
“Recreation should *001x 7 on* where formal education ends ,*12
Recreation agencies should cooperate with all phases of
education in a coordinated approach to recreation and for this
purpose an advisory coomunity-school recreation ecomittee is
advised.

When schools operate recreation programs, leaders

trained in recreation should be secured.

These duties should

not be assigned as a n extra duty to the athletic coach or to
teachers who may not have the necessary qualifications.
The school has two definite responsibilities in recreation!
(1 ) integrating Its resources with the community recreation

19
Annual Report:
Wisconsin, 19^5.

’
Recreation Department, LaCrosse,

program in full cooperation with all other agencies for social
well being, and (2) operating a n adequate recreation program
as a n essential part of the educational program by teaching
the arts of leisure.

A famous French journalist, M. Louis

Hartin-Chauffler, writes in a national magazine, "Wliat is
civilization but the proper use of leisure?'*^

The Church
Recreation is worthy in itself, and when the church spon
sors recreation, it is in a better position to help guide the
religious growth of its parishioners.

Cooperation between

recreation departments and churches cannot fail to result in
mutual benefits.

Such cooperation makes more friends in the

community for recreation, and the church finds its reward in
a more wholes one community life,

There is a marked trend

during recent years for churches to participate in municipal
recreation programs by offering their facilities to aid in
the cause of community recreation.
Public Health
The importance of constructive leisure time activities
to health was recognized centuries ago by the philosopher
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Plato who observed that "play and competition have the
mightiest influence on health as on the maintenance or nonnaintcnance of our laws.**

Cooperation between recreation and

community health departments for the improvement of pliysical
and mental health is essential for public welfare.

Preventa

tive medicine, improvement in living conditions, and health
education combine to lengthen life.

Coordination with com

munity health agencies will enable both agencies to work out
satisfactory programs of sanitation of park and recreational
facilitios, as well as establish and publicize aids to good
health.
X.

Initiate the Program and Its Services

The community is assuming more and more social responsi
bility.

Since it is the focal point of organised recreation,

the extent of its community programs will determine the prog
ress of recreation as a powerful force in the democratic way
of life.

Thoughtful consideration of those words of Leopold

Stokowski brings that philosophy into sharp reliefs

"When

communities and nations realise the importance of recreation,
sport, general culture and music, there will begin a great
new era in the evolution of man, with equal opportunity for
well-being for everyone."

Comparison of Recreation Organization
in north Dakota and in the United States
Recreation, like same other national movements, was
relatively slow in establishing a firm foothold in the state
of Ilorth Dakota.

However, before long the idea of a need for

recreation caught hold and began to bo promulgated throughout
the state.

Cities, whose populations were of sufficient size

to support such a program, rose rapidly to accept the challenge
of providing sound community recreation for its inhabitants.
It is interesting to note that there were few residents of
the state who possessed formal training in the field of rec
reation during its advent within its borders; tills fact, how
ever, failed to discourage the early enthusiasts from pioneer
ing in tiie movement.
Despite a past lack of formalised training for recreation
leadership, interested patrons for recreation’s cause succeeded
in motivating public sentiment to the point of creating a
demand for necessary legislation, which would soundly estab
lish recreation by lending much-needed financial assistance
t o the embryonic recreation programs mushrooming throughout
this state.

Representatives were dispatched t o out-of-state

meetings for the purpose of collecting necessary information,
which would provide a sot of criteria in the establishment of
a recreation plan in Ilorth Dakota.

As a result of consolidated

effort, the Recreation Enabling A c t m s

passed and helped

recreation to "come of age** in Ifortli Dakota.
Far the most part, north Dakota has followed closely to
the national pattern of inaugurating a state-wide recreation
program.

The local park boards, civic groups, school boards,

and interested citizenry have sponsored programs by exhibit
ing openly their interest in community recreation.

In most

c c o m m i t i o s Hearth Dakota followed the national plan of lidding
an assembly of interested people and securing their approval
and sponsor ship.

The planning committee was appointed and

in a great number of cities, a survey was launched to deter
mine the needs fear recreation in the community as well as to
determine the resources at hand to fulfill tliose needs.

The

results of the survey usually led to the setting up a budget
for recreation purposes.

The procedures followed in organi

zation of the existing programs are shown in Table 2.
It seems apparent that, with or without formal indoctrin
ation in the national movement, Iforth Dakotans have succeeded
in establishing a sound, balanced, state-wide program of
community recreation.

The fact that present-day leaders in

the movement are, for the most part, securing professional
training in recreation work holds premise for the future of
recreation in tills state.

Moreover, the lead taken by state

institutions of higher learning in Including sound courses
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in the college curriciilum pertaining to the field of recrea
tion is praise worthy, and the effects of this professional
training should continue to bo felt in a nore coaaplote
program of caaaunity recreation.
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Table 2
Procedures in Organisation of Recreation
in Horfch Dakota CocEiunlties

Cities

Sponsoring
Group Held
An Assembly

Planning
Committee
Annotated

Survey
Made

iet Up

X

X

YEAR-ROOT© PROGRAM
1.

Bismarck

X

X

2.

Crosby

X

X

X

3•

Dickinson

X

X

X

V.

Grafton

X

X

X

X

5,

Grand Forks

X

X

X

X

6.

Mandan

X

X

X

X

7.

Minot

X

X

X

X

8.

Valley City

X

X

X

X

9.

Williston

X

X

X

X

PART-TIME PROGRAM

X

1.

Beach

X

X

2.

Devils Lake

X

X

3.

Jamestown

X

X

Kenoare

X

X

X

X

Ilayville

X

X

X

X

6.

Ilorthvood

X

X

7.

Holla

X

X

8.

Wahpeton

X

X

X

9.

Wishek

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

CHAPTER V
LEGISLATION

Prior to 19**6, feu if any attempts wore made in the state
of North Dakota for the development of community recreation
as it is interpreted today,

A few c c o m m i t i e s did benefit to

greater or lesser degrees from the presence of Work Projects
Administration programs, but as a lasting Influence on the
state*s recreational history, their effects 'were negligible.
Previous to the depression years, Bismarck, North Dakota,
had a recreation program of sorts ■which functioned on and off
at intervals up until the time of the outbreak of World War II,
Bismarck *s program was financed by tax funds which wore
legalised under park expenditures, but according to the
Attorney General fs opinion in 19**6, illegal for cities or
schools.

Tills Bismarck program was resumed and re-organized

after the war when their director returned from overseas
service.

Such communities as Grand Forks, Minot, and Fargo

had done a certain amount of recreational work under their
park budgets, but with the possible exception of Grand Forks,
this limited activity had little major effects upon recreation
as a whole.

In late 1

9

and early 19*+6, four North Dakota

communities started to develop c a m m m i t y recreation programs;
*

*

*

namely, Bismarck, Dickinson, Minot, and Williston,

It Is

interesting to note that those programs were guided from
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their inception by full-time directors.
Both the Dickinson and Minot p r o g r a m were operating
with funds contributed by c a m m n i t y organisations interested
in the promotion of recreation in their community.

The

greatest support given to the new recreation movement in the
city of Minot must be attributed to its greatest enthusiast
and advocator, Frank C. Baaserlahr,

Observations were quickly

made in each of the four communities, however, that in order
to continue on a sound basis, a permanent method of finance,
preferably through taxation, would be necessary.

Putting

their plan into action, the four communities joined forces
for a cocsuon end— passage of necessary state legislation for
tiie channeling of sufficient funds to continue and expand rec
reation in the state.
In 19*4-5 an Enabling Act, similar to the one which has
since become part of the Statutes, was considered for presenta
tion to the state legislature.

This action was greatly aided

by the efforts of Judge R. B, Grimson of Rugby.

However,

tills bill was rejected by a committee in favor of a ,5 mill
levy increase to the Park Levy.

The increased levy was

designated for recreational development but failed to fulfill
its purpose.

Explanation of this failure in the main was the

result of the facility-minded philosophy of nearly all state
park boards who employ few executive? trained in park and
recreation work; hence, major Interest in recreation as an
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integrated social force in c o c m m l t y life was not stressed.
The national Recreation Association through its field
representative, Mr. Arthur Todd of ParksvUle, Missouri, had
made certain contacts in 19^-5 and these were renewed through
the assistance of the Association, plus the efforts of the
Minot Recreation Association in 1^+6 prior to the submission
of the present act to the legislature.

The Minot Recreation

Association assumed the responsibility for securing state
wide support, and during the summer and fall of 19**6, it
succeeded in receiving state-wide endorsement of the proposed
Enabling Act from such organizations as the Junior Chamber of
Commerce, the Hearth Dakota League of Municipalities, the
Parents and Teachers* Association, the North Dakota Conference
of Social Workers, and many others.

Local organizations and

individuals who were known to have an interest in the movement
wore contacted and after the elections of legislative repre
sentatives and senators in the fall of

19h 6,

they approached

their legislators to enlist support for the proposed Enabling
Act.
In the fall of 19^6, the Enabling Act was submitted by
petition from the Minot Recreation Association and its endorsees
to the Legislative Research Committee of the North Dakota State
Legislature.

This committee studied each proposal as to con

flict and legality and, upon the opening of the Legislature in
January, 19**7> the bill was introduced in the House by a
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member of the Research Committee, Representative Smart of
Ward County.

Official sponsors of the bill were the Research

Canriittee and the Minot Recreation Association.
After introduction into the House, the bill was referred
to committee.

At this time representatives of the Minot,

Bismarck, and Dickinson recreational associations met with
the committee for the purpose of discussion.

One change was

made by the committee and that was to delete from the bill
the word ••county" inasmuch as several representatives of rural
areas objected to county inclusion.
On February 12, the bill was brought cut of committee and
was read for tiie second time.

After the reading, the roll was

called with 10*f ayes, 0 nayes and 9 absent and not voting
being recorded.”

In turn, it was passed on to the Senate and

there presented to a Committee.

Again a representation met

with the cocsalttee and on Harch 1, when the bill was brought
forth for the Senate vote, it was passed with 39 voting in
favor, 2 against, and 7 absent and not voting.

The two state

senators who voted a negative conviction were Senator Frank
o
Albers of Center and Senator John Conrad of Erie, North Dakota.

■*1louse Journal, 30th Session, State of North Dakota, p. 519*
p
Senate Journal, 30th Session, State of North Dakota,
p. 767. Much of the information concerning history of the
state recreational movement was gleaned from personal corres
pondence with Frank C. Kamerlalir, formerly of Minot, a spon
sor and enthusiastic promoter of the cause of recreation in
North Dakota.

The North Dakota Enabling Act as it stands is one of
‘the broadest and most complete lavs of its kind in the
United States chiefly because it can be applied in several
different ways to fit tlie conditions of the respective
communities.
T h e elements of a broad grant of recreational power by
the state to local governmental units should include t
1.

Enumeration of the governmental units enabled
to exorcise the powers conferred.

2.

Provisions for financing.

3.

Statement of powers conferred for acting in
regard to land areas and facilities.

b.

Statement of powers conferred for acting in
relation to functions.

!?.

Provision for Joint control of facilities
and activities.

6.

Provision for Initiation by voters of action
regarding facilities, land areas, and services.

These recessary elements leading to broad recreational
legislation are included in specific detail in the North
Dakota Enabling Act.

Section 1 outlines the governmental

units empowered to act under the legislation; Sections 7,
8, and 9 enable acceptance of gifts and bequests as veil as
the levying and collection of a tax to support the community

C. Idndenan, "State Enabling Legislation for Local
R e c r e a t i o n " W.P.A. Technical Series, J. 3. Government Press,
1937, PP.
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or district program; Sections 2 and 5 give the governing
body the power to acquire lands and facilities while Section
3 provides for the use and control of those facilities;
joint control is Included in Section

the necessary pro

vision allowing the question of establishing and financing
a public recreation system to be put to the voters at their
own request wisely is included in Sections 8 and 9 of the
Ilorth Dakota Enabling Act,
T o better substantiate the belief that the Worth Dakota
Enabling Act is one of the most comprehensive and inclusive
pieces of legislation of its kind, it scorns advisable to
compare tills act with existing recreational legislation in
other states.

In comparison with her sister state, Minnesota,

the state of Worth Dakota possesses an enabling act that is
far more inclusive and comprehensive,

The Minnesota Enabling

Act passed in 1937 is generalised in its provisions, and
the brevity of its few sections results in a somewhat less
complete piece of state legislation.

The Minnesota Recrea

tion Act stresses the importance of the public school in
recreation and invests considerable power with the individual
school board in instances where school funds and facilities
are used.

Under the Minnesota plan, the state board of

education has the power to establish niniraun qualifications
for local recreation directors; above all, it stresses the
educational use to which recreation programs mist be put
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when they are a port of the educational plan or when school
district facilities are involved.
north Dakota’s Enabling Act provides for free and full
cooperation between school and municipality without the
limitations which the Minnesota Act attached to the relatlonsiiip between community and school,

north Dakota legislation

provides that any lands not dedicated to other inconsistent
public use way be used either within or beyond the corporate
U n i t s of the municipality or school district, for recrea
tional purposes and the conduct, equipment, and m i n t e n a n c e
are provided by the governing bodies with no limitations.
Tliis obvious freed on provides for ccmplete cooperation and
initiative between private municipal interests and public
school bodies— a status quo less likely to occur in the
state of Minnesota, which requires a majority vote at an
annual school election to authorise joint aeuion between the
school and another public body.

Ho provisions are made in

the Minnesota Act far a recreational commission in a detailed
manner as provided in Section 6 of the north Dakota Enabling
Act; vague reference is made to a board, but no specific
details are included.
The Florida Recreation Enabling Act passed in 1925 is a
broad inclusive piece of legislation and many of its detailed
provisions are included in the Enabling Act of ’forth Dakota.
However, a few omissions in the Florida Act have been

included in the legislation passed lay the North Dakota
legislature.

The Florida Act applies to "all cities, towns,

and counties of the state of Florida" while the North Dakota
Act includes the wider classification applicable to "cities,
incorporated towns and villages, counties, park districts,
and school districts."

Trie scope of the recreational act

in North Dakota potentially includes every governing body
with the exception of the unincorporated town.

Tills emphasis

o n consolidation of city and county governments is a farsighted inclusion 3inee it eliminates future amendments as
the need arises.
T h e Enabling Acts of North Dakota and California both
include a provision which enables joint control of recreation
by permitting the acquisition or lease of lands and buildings
within or beyond the corporate limits of the municipality
far recreational uses.

Too many existing enabling acts

make no provision for acquisition of facilities beyond
limits of tiie coEounity.
The provision of the North Dakota Enabling Act which
includes the school board and park board in the term
"Governing Body" is important because through joint control
and cooperation a common system of playgrounds and facilities
can develop and overlapping of functions and needless

. -

expenditures are prevented.

;V

In this regard, Alabama, for

example, was wise in Including such a provision.

The state
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of Utah by omitting this factor in her general enabling act
has experienced some difficulty in overlapping functions
and powers between general recreation and the state system
of parks.
The state of Utah failed to Include a provision in its
enabling act for beginning a program through petition and
referendum vote.

T h e use of this device, which is Included

in the North Dakota Act, is excellent since it makes certain
that a recreation program will be put into effect when
there is a demand for it,
A different type of enabling act is that of the special
purpose recreation enabling legislation which applies to
some specific phase of the general field of rocreation
activities such as parks, c o m u n i t y centers, and physical
education.

For the most part, enabling acts which are

limited to a special phase restrict the extent to which rec
reation programs may develop.

Emphasis on one aspect will not

permit the development of a broad, well-balanced program.
It is the author*s opinion that a good choice was made by
legislators of Kbrth Dakota in basing the enabling act on
the broad general plane rather than specific special purpose
legislation briefly described above.

Such states as Arizona,

California, Colorado, Nebraska, Hew York, Ohio, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin have special
enabling legislation because of the existing "home rule**

statutes.

In many states these acts have dealt adequately

with recreational needs, hut co-ordination lias been lacking
and fewer persons In fewer communities benefit from this
type of legislation.

For example, the state of Wisconsin

has a detailed and expansive recreational program based on
the community center plan.

However, this plan serves only

the populace of metropolitan areas— large and small— and
recreation on a state-wide basis under centralized control
is lacking for the most part.

By passing general inclusive

legislation, North Dakota has provided a future as well as
a present plan for state-wide recreation cm a broad scale.
A major limit at ion of the legislation in North Dakota
seems to be the inadequacy of the small mill levy to provide
sufficient income for adequate operation of a recreational
program in the smaller cities and villages.

Ilany communities

now are forced or will be forced to secure additional funds
by other means, notable public subscription.

Another

apparent flaw is the failure of tlie act to include a minimum
mill levy which in times of deflation and business recess
may sink to a low point thus hindering the full operation of
the plan as the law intended.

Greater care might have been

exerted to provide for future expansion of the program in
rural areas by including the term "unincorporated bodies" in
the North Dakota Enabling Act,

Since the passage of the Enabling Act in March, 19^7,
a number of cities of varying size have passed successfully
a local reforexxkEQ establishing a recreation program and. a
tax levy*

Cousaunitles from a population size of 1,000 to

25,000 have accepted the responsibility.

Communities

sponsoring year-round programs who have enacted such local
legislation are Bismarck, Crosby, Grafton, Grand Forks,
Minot, and W i H i s t o n .

Five s a r m u i t i e c — Devils Lake,

Garrison, i&yville, Holla, and Rugby— maintaining part-time
programs likewise have successfully exercised the right
accorded to tlie© under Section $ of the Enabling Act.
Several other cities are making plans to hold a general
election in the near future.
i© Beercation Enabling Act of North Dakota follows
in its entirety for purposes of references and perusal.

RECHEAIION ENABLING ACS? CF M F T H DAKOTA
A H ACT AUTHORIZING C H I B S , INCORPORATED TOWNS AND
VILLAGES, COUNTIES, PARK DISTRICTS, AHD SCHOOL
DISTRICTS T O ESTABLISH, MAINTAIN AHD OPERATE SYSTEMS
CF PUBLIC RECREATION AND T O ACQUIRE, ESTABLISH,
CONDUCT AHD MAINTAIN PLAYGROUNDS, RECREATIOH CEKTERS
AHD OTHER RECREATI0HAL AREAS, STRUCTURES, FACILITIES
AND SERVICES: T O APPROPRIATE GENERAL MUNICIPAL,
COUNTY, PARK Ol SCHOOL FUNDS THEREFORE: T O LEVY A
SPECIAL TAX THEREFOR:
DEFINING THE POWERS CF SUCH
CITIES, INCORPORATED TOWNS AID VILLAGES, COUNTIES,
PARK DISTRICTS, AHD SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN CQ1OT3CTION
WITH ALL SUCH HATTERS:
AND PROVIDING FOR THE CREA
TI O N OF A RECREATION BOARD OR COMMISSION, THE
ELECTION AHD TERMS OF TIIE REISERS THEREOF, A N D T H E
POWERS THEREOF.
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Section 1* T h e terra "governing 'body" as herein used
means city council, board of trustees or commissioners of
any city, incorporated town, village or county, the trustees
of any school district and the ccsxiissioners of any park
district in Barth Dakota. The t o m ^municipality" as used
in this act refers to and means any city, Incorporated town
or village, or county in north Dakota.
Section 2. T h e governing body of any municipality,
park district, or school district may dedicate and set
apart for use as playgrounds, recreation centers, and other
recreation purposes any lands or buildings, o r both, owned
or leased by such municipality, school district, or park
district, and not dedicated or devoted to another or incon
sistent public use; and such municipality, school district,
or park district may, in such manner as may now o r hereafter
be authorised or provided by law for the acquisition of
lands or buildings, or both, within or beyond the corporate
limits of such municipality, scliool district, or park"
district, for playgrounds, recreation centers or other
recreational purposes, a m when the governing body of such
municipality, scliool district, or park district, so dedi
cates, sets apart, acquires or leases lands or buildings
for such purposes, it may on its cun initiative provide
for their conduct, equipment and maintenance according to
the provisions of tills Act, by making an appropriation from
the general municipal, school district, or park district
funds.

Section 3. The governing body of any municipality,
school district, or park district may establish a system
of public recreation and it may vest the power to provide,
maintain and conduct playgrounds, recreation centers, and
other recreational areas, structures, facilities and activi
ties in any existing municipal body in the school district,
in the park district, or in a recreation board or commission,
as the governing body may determine. Any board, commission
or other body so designated shall have the authority to
maintain and conduct playgrounds, recreation centers and
other recreational areas, structures, facilities, and
activities, and it may for the purpose of carrying out the
provisions of this Act employ play leaders, playground and
recreation center directors, supervisors, recreation super
intendents and such other employees as they deem proper.

Section b. Any two or more mimicipalities, school
districts, or park districts may Jointly provide, establish,
maintain and conduct a public recreation system, and acquire
property therefor, and establish and maintain playgrounds,
recreation centers and other recreational areas, structures,
facilities and activities.
Section 5* T h e governing body of a n y municipality,
school district, or park district may pursuant to law provide
that the bonds of such municipality, school district, or
park district may be Issued in the manner provided b y law
for the issuance of bonds fear other purposes, fear the purpose
of acquiring lands or buildings for playgrounds, recreation
centers and other recreational purposes aid for the equip
ment thereof.
Section 6,
If the governing body of any municipality
determines that the power to provide, establish, conduct
and maintain a public recreation system shall be exercised
by a recreation board or commission, such governing body
shall by resolution or ordinance establish la such munici
pality a recreation board or c o m i s s i o n which sliali possess
all the power and be subject to all the responsibilities
of the local authorities under tills Act, Such recreation
board or commission when established shall consist of at
least five but not more than nine persons, as the governing
body may determine, to be appointed by the mayor presiding
officer of such municipality, with the consent of the
governing body.
One member of such recreation board or
commission shall be chosen from the legal membership of the
park district beard, or board of park commissioners of the
municipality, and one member of the legal membership of the
school district board or boards within the corporate limits
of such municipality. The term of office of all members of
such recreation board or commission shall be for three years
except that the members of such recreation board or commission
first appointed shall be for staggered terms so that the
terms of at least one but not moss tiian three members expire
annually.
If a vacancy occurs during the term of office of
any member, the mayor or presiding officer, with the consent
of the governing body, shall appoint a successor to serve
for the unexpired term. Hembersliip on such recreation
board or commission shall be without compensation or remuner
ation.
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Section 7. A recreation board or c o m i s s i o n or other
authority in which is vested the power to provide, establish,
maintain and conduct such supervised recreation system may
accept any grant or devise of real estate or any gift or
bequest of money car other personal property or any donation
to be applied, principal or income, for either temporary or
permanent U3e for playgrounds or recreation purposes, but
if the acceptance thereof for oucli purposes will subject
such municipality to additional expense for improvement,
maintenance or removal, the aeceptancy of any grant or devise
of real estate shall be subject to the approval of the
governing body of such municipality. Money received for
such purpose, unless otherwise provided by the terms of the
gift or bequest shall, be deposited with the treasurer of
such municipality to the account of the recreation board
or cadmission or other body having charge of such work, and
the same may be withdrawn and paid out by such body in the
same manner as money appropriated for recreation purposes.
Section 8. The governing holy of any municipality,
school district, or park district to which this Act is
applicable may, and on petition signed and acknowledged by
at least five per cent of those citizens who voted at the
last general election of the municipality, school district,
or park district, shall submit to the electors the
question of the establislment, maintenance, and conduct
of a public recreation system, and the levying of a n annual
tax for the conduct and maintenance thereof of not more
than 2.5 mills on each dollar of assessed valuation of all
taxable property within the corporate limits or boundaries
of such municipality, school district or park district, to
be voted upon at the next general election or special
municipal election, provided, however, that smell questions
sliall not be voted upon at the next general election unless
such action of the governing body shall be taken, or such
petition to submit such questions shall be filed thirty
days prior to the date of such election.
Section 9. Upon the adoption of such a proposition at
an election by a majority of the votes cast upon such propo
sition, the governing body of such municipality, school
district, or park district shall, by resolution or ordinance,
provide for the establishment, maintenance, conduct of a
public recreation system, and thereafter levy and collect
annually a tax of not more than 2.5 mills on each dollar of
all taxable property within the corporate limits or boundaries
of such municipality, school district or park district, such
tax to be in addition to the imximtm of taxes permitted to
be levied in such municipality, school district, or park

district shall continue to levy such tax annually for public
recreation purposes until such tine as the qualified voters,
at a regular or special election, by a majority vote on
the proposition, decide to discontinue the levy. The govern
ing body of such municipality, school district, or park
district in its discretion, nay appropriate additional funds
for the operation of the public recreation system if in the
opinion of the governing body additional funds are needed
for the efficient operation thereof. nothing in this section
of t M s Act shall be construed to limit the power of any
municipality, school district, or park district to appropri
ate on its own initiative general municipal, school district,
or park district tax funds for the operation of a public
recreation system.
*

Section 10. The provision, conduct, operation and
maintenance of a system of public recreation under the
provisions of this Act shall be a governmental function of
municipalities, school districts, or park districts.
Section 11. This Act shall take effect Immediately
upon its becoming a law.
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CHAPTER VI
THE PROGRAM IN OPERATIOIT
Since there was little organized activity in ccraminity
recreation throughout ITortii Dakota prior to 1$M>, gathering
statistics from community sources themselves proved of
little value*

T o throw some light on the status of recrea

tion in the state before its heralded birth as a movement
following World War II, the following table, the information
wliich was gleaned from the Yearbook editions of Recreation
magazine, reveals somewhat the state of affairs up to and
including 19**6.
Because the national Recreation Association discon
tinued publication of the annual Recreation magazine year
book issue during war years, no data are available concerning
tlie years 19^3, 19^-S ahd 19*+5.

One s m y assume with a fair

degree of certainty that North Dakota, as other states,
did not have the available leadership to continue her some
what fitful pre-war program.

Table 3 1
Recreational Programs In Operation In the State of
Korth Dakota Prior to 19^7

0

Total Expenditures
(without emergency funds)
(cities cited include
largest and smallest
expenditures)
oik
88

im

Full-Time
Paid Rec
reation
Leadership

O'

Year

Humber of
Cities
Reporting
Recreation
Programs

Playgrounds
Year-Round
Leadership

Summer
Only

Devils Lake
Lisbon

0

3

0

18

11

0

13,599
56

Fargo
Renville County

1936

7

0

21,955
500

Bismarck
Parshall

2
(Bismarck)

l»f

1937

7

0

19,500
1,020

Bismarck
Lisbon

0

16

1938

7

0

20,6>*9
V o

Bismarck
Portland

0

26

1939

9

1
(Bismarck)

11,739
250

Grand Forks
Portland

0

28

106

1935

1

Table 31 (Continued)
Recreational Programs in Operation in the State of
Ilorth Dakota Prior to 1947
iJuiabor of
Cities
Reporting
Recreation
Programs

Year

Full-Time
Paid Rec
reation
Leadership

Total Expenditures
(without emergency funds)
(cities cited include
largest and smallest
esqpenditures)

1
(Bismarck)

14,954
480

1940

10

1941

9

0

1942

6

0

1946

8
(Elanarali)
(Dickinson)
(Mandan)

W

i

M

)

Playgrounds
Year-Round
Leadership

Summer
Only

0

27

27,266 Grand Forks
200 Finley

6

16

21,451
70

Grand Forks
Enderlin

0

7

37*548
1,800

Bismarck
Leeds

0

26

Yearbooks 1934 through 1947.

Grand Forks
Portland
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Finance

The following table indicates the three main sources
of income far recreation in the United States from the years
1936 through 19*f8.

Although this table is based upon

national figures, research showed that the state of north
Dakota received like sources of income for the purposes of
recreation.

Data can be compiled only since 19M) with any

degree of accuracy; and it is to be noted that no figures
were published during the war years of 19^3, 19*&, 19*+5,
nor was this information available in 19^7.
Table V
'> ,
Distribution of Three Main Sources of Inc cos
in the United States for Recreations
Year

Public Funds

Fees and Charges

1936-19M52

Private j

1 C$

1936
1937

Blfa

15%

M

1938

82%

15%

3$

1939

86%

11$

3%

19 ^0

82%

15%
12$

3%
b%

19^2

82 %

15%

3$

1 9 ^3 ^ 5

-in-itrrr

-rr-T-,-

19^1
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Table *+ (Continued)

Distribution of Three Main Sources of Income
in the United States fear Recreation:

Year

Public Funds

1936-19^8^

Fees and Charges

Private Funds

19*+6

B3%

12%

5%

19^7

——

—

—

ISM

BB%

B%

In 19^6 municipal funds were the chief means of
financing community recreation service, and according to
the 19^9 Yearbook edition of riecreation magazine, nearly
90 per cent of the cities reporting (including seven north
Dakota municipalities) indicated municipal funds as their
main source of incosae for the year 19^3.

The number or

municipalities reporting private recreation funds was sonowhat increased over previous years*

*

The following question was answered by

23

directors in

the North Dakota cities which sponsored recreational pro
grams— either full-time or part-time:

HOW IS YOUR RECREATION

p
"Yearbook. Rational Recreation Association, 1936-19*fS*

no

IfHXSMK flHUKBD?

The fund*

me

derived

from

four sources—

miilcipsl ftm&s, clubs aocl private or^aniaatlorja, ccoaunity
cheat and public Subscript ion.

the great doi;>cmei^r of siost

coraraimitlea upon ssinicipGl foods is readily detcmitoxl by a
glance at Abort 1.

Chart 1
The Sources of the M m m & lal M&tstmsoe fo r
Recreation Program in. north Dakota

57^ - Municipal Funds

Ill

It seems fair to conclude from the data exhibited in
Chart 1 that municipal funds are providing the li f e ’s blood
for the functioning program of recreation.

T o expand sore

sumner-time programs into year-round ventures, to inaugurate
needed and worthwhile programs into towns aid cities of
North Dakota where in far too many instances none exist will
be brought about in the main by allocating municipal funds
for this purpose.

Auxilliary funds such as community chest,

public subscriptions, and those provided by organisations
are just secondary aids to a functioning, healthy, adequate
program.

~
'
r

While these latter sources of income are not to be
<f: ,

f. .

discouraged, nevertheless, greatest hope of an expanding
state program lies in securing municipal legislation for the
purpose of directing tax funds for the purposes of community
recreation.
The next question asked of municipal officers in
north Dakota communities was:
RECENT RECREATION ENABLING ACE?
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HAS YOUR CITY VOTED ON THE
From the

received, the data in Table 5 was compiled.

replies

Table $
lumber of north Dakota Communities Indicating
Action on the Recreation Enabling Act
Communities Replying
Communities Replying
__in the A f f i r m a t i v e __ _____ in the.negative._____
Year-Round

6

Summer Only

5

Bismarck

Devils Lake

Crosby

Year-Round

1

Year-Round
2

8
Beach

Dickinson

Garrison

Ellendale

Randan

Grafton

Mayville

Fargo

Grand Forks

Holla

Jamestown

Minot

Rugby

Kenmare

Williston

Valley City

Summer Only

Communities Indicating
Plans to Hold Elections
_____ in the Hear Future

ITorthwood
Wahpeton
Wishek

Summer Only

1
Hillsboro
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The question was tlien put forth Inquiring whether the
ccominities, wiiose source of income for recreation stemmed
from these tax levies, would be forced to discontinue their
program if no funds were forthcoming from this source.

Two

communities sponsoring part-time programs indicated their
programs would terminate under such conditions; four parttime programs might possibly terminate; two indicated they
would continue in spite of termination.

Among the communities

sponsoring full-time or year-round programs, none indicated
their programs would cease with termination of tax levies;
three indicated they might possibly terminate; four Indicated
they would and could continue their programs in the eventu
ality of reversal of tax levies.
Very possibly from this information one might infer that
dependency upon municipal tax levies is not so great as public
information would have readers believe.

However, in formu

lating tiieir answers to this question, It is probable,
municipal directors reasoned that once established and main
tained through tax levies, the eventuality would be very
remote erf* an/ termination of said municipal legislation.

In

the unforeseen event of termination, loaders might assume
that public support and interest in the established recrea
tional programs would contribute sufficient fluids for their
continued activities.

From the status quo whereby nearly 62 per cent of all
community recreation in the state of north Dakota is directly
dependent upon municipal funds, it is most incongruous to
infer that, this major source of income terminating, over
half of the state *s programs would continue uninterrupted
without its main pool of financial aid.

The opinion ex

pressed in the above paragraph by municipal leaders to the
contrary, logic would point toward questioning the complete
understanding of the phrasing of the question in the minds
of those expressing such decisive opinions concerning the
degree of vital dependency of community recreation upon
municipal funds.
•

\\ ■

Activities

The recreational activities were grouped into eight
categories and the communities offering programs were asked
to indicate the activities in which they provide leadership.
The following eight categories were listed on the question
naire:

(1) active games and sports, (2) arts and crafts,

(3) musid* 0+) dramatics, (J>) social recreation,

(6) nature,

camp, and outing activities, (7) lectures and forums, and
(8) special hobbies.
Active games and sports include archery, badminton,
baseball, softball, basketball, bowling, boxing, football,
j

»

touch football, golf, hockey, horseshoes, and snow sports.

Arts and crafts include carving, aetalcraft, weaving,
and painting.
Music includes operettas, band, bugle corps, orchestras,
choirs, eotraunlty singing, and musical appreciation groups.
Under the category of draiaatics is offered pageants,
musical dramatics, informal draiaatics, story telling,
reading plays, vaudeville, public speaking, and radio shows.
B y social recreation is meant social dances, folk
dances, and square dancing.
Nature, camp, and outing activities include hiking,
Ml

U

«

fishing, canning, bird life, and animal lore.
Lectures and forums, as well os debates, discussions,
and study groups, formed another category of activities.
«

*

Such activities as photography, flower shows, pet shows,
book clubs, and creative writing are included under special
hobbles.
A summary of the activities in which leadership is
provided in North Dakota communities is shown in Table 6
and Table 7.

Table 6 Indicates the type of activities under

leadership in year-round recreation programs, and Table 7
reflects the type of activities with leadership indulged in
during summer-time programs.

Table 6
A Summary of the Activities in Which North Dakota Community
Recreation Provides Leadership on Year-Round Schedule
Active
Games
Community

JJporta

Arts
aa?,
Crafts

Social
Recrea-

Nature,
Camping
Activi
ties

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Draiaa-t
Music

Bismarck

X

Crosby

X

Dickinson

X

X

X

Grafton

X

X

X

Grand Forks

X

X

X

Mandan

X

X

Minot

X

X

Valley City

X

Williston

X

X

X

X

X

X

Lectures
nryl

Special

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 7
A Summary of the Activities in Which ITorth Dakota Community
Recreation Provides Leadership on a Summer-Time Basis Only
Active
Games
and

Arts
and

Drama-

Beach
Devils Lake

X
X

X
X

X

Ellendale
Fargo

X
X

X

Garrison
Hillsboro

X
X

Jamestown
Kcnmare

X
X

X
X

X

Mayville
Ilorthvood

X
X

X

X

Rolla
Rugby

X
X

X

X

Wahpeton
Wishek

X
X

X

X
X

Social
Rocroa m

X
X

Rature,
Camping
Activi-

Lectures
and

Mss____E

Special

_a
s
m
-torlm.
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

n

Chart 2
Activities in Which Twenty-three Communities
Provide Leadership in llorth Dakota Recreation Programs

totals
Lectures and Forums

X X X

3

Movies

X X X X

k

Music

xxxxxxxx

8

nature and Camping
Activities

X X X X X X X X X X

10

Dramatics

X X X X X X X X X X X

11

Social Recreation

X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Special Hobbies

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Ik

Arts and Crafts

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

15

Sports Activities

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

23

.13
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As erne might expect, every recreation program provided
leadership in active games and sports.

Chart 2 indicates by

arrangement in ascending order the activities in which leader
ship is provided under both part-time and fall-time programs
in the state of North Dakota.

From the opinions expressed by

recreation directors either through personal correspondence
or interviews, favorite activities both from the standpoint of
participation in groups as well as that of being spectators,
proved to be basketball, baseball, softball, and swimming.
In the smaller communities many programs, particularly
summer programs only, call upon the personnel from the public
school system to provide leadership.

Because institutions

of higher learning, in tills soate as in neighboring states,
have only very recently recognized the need of providing
courses in the curriculum for the purpose of training men and
women in the field of recreation, ve find a lack of any
actual professional recreational training in the backgrounds
of tlie majority who are administering the existing recreation
programs in the state of North Dakota.

In too many cases the

athletic coach or physical education instructor lias been
pressed into service as a recreation director during the
summer months and after school hours during the school year.
Hence, it is inevitable that these people build their recrea
tion programs around active sports, thus narrowing the total
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program into a single activity program to the detriment and
neglect of many other worthwlxile and interesting recreation
activities.
It is gratifying to note that fifteen recreational pro
grams in trie state offer leadership in arts and crafts.

Be

cause the various phases of practical crafts as well as fine
arts touch the life of the individual tliroughout different
age periods, it is important to include such activity in a
well-rounded recreation program.

Delving into these crafts

during leisure hours often develops latent artistic capabil
ities and leads to the development of a satisfying hobby.
L e a d e r s M p in special hobbies is in evidence in fourteen
community programs.

It Is to bo hoped that more specialised

attention can be given to the stimulation and development of
hobby interests vixen greater numbers of potential leaders are
trained in colleges and universities.
Social dancing which can offer entertainment to large
groups of people is a popular phase of the program and one
which should be instituted in more of North Dakota communities.
Providing proper and adequate leadership for social functions
pays big dividends in pleasure received, social graces mastered,
and conversational art3 developed.

Every resident of every

community can benefit to some degree from well-planned parties
and social entertainment.

The fact that parties and dances

can easily be arranged with minimum facilities should encourage
more recreation programs to sponsor then.

Cultivating; In all persons a n appreciation for the
beauties of nature is a worthy reason for including canping
and nature studies in the well-balanced program of recreation.
Arranging field trips, hikes, excursions, and the like is
relatively easy because such ventures do not necessitate
elaborate equipment and facilities 5 hence, such phases of
the activity program could well be Incorporated into the over
all arrangement of a common! ty*s leisure-time program.
Usually a bit of foresight and a keen appreciation on the
part of the leader is all that is necessary to make this
phase of recreation a most valuable one to all participants.
It was discovered that too few programs in the state
include leadership in music and dramatics.

fk> doubt lack of

trained leaders to develop these two fields accounts fear
their exclusion in some of the communities polled.

Developing

community interests and talents in these two forms of art
might well be the goal of the energetic, progressive recrea
tion leaders of the near future.
lectures and forums, with three exceptions, are a
neglected phase of community recreation in north Dakota.
Perhaps it is expecting too much to Ixave them included in
our relatively new state community recreation movement.

As

established programs develop and expand and as new programs
originate, it is to be hoped that tills challenging and in
formative method of exchanging ideas will become a part of
all activity programs.
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A popular phase of commercial recreation is being in
cluded in the activities of four Horth Dakota community pro
grams.

The progressive leaders will recognise and seise

upon tills feature as a drawing card to stimulate community
Interest in the program as a whole •

Showing selected movies

to an enthusiastic group can be a real boon to the individual
programs•
Although no community in North Dakota, large or small,
has utilised all these phases of leadership activities,
nevertheless, there is reason to believe that more types of
activities will be added to each community program with the
result of more inclusive, more popular, and more utilitarian
programs of planned recreation throughout the state.

Facilities
A study of Tables

8

and 9 will show the range in type

of facilities now in use for community recreation purposes.
Table

8

indicates the facilities used in communities where

year-round programs function and Table 9 gives Information
about facilities in communities sponsoring summer programs
only.
The facilities are divided into eight groups as follows:
(1 ) athletic field, (2 ) playground and equipment, (3 ) audi
torium, (k) shoproon and equipment, (5 ) craft rooms, (6 )
swimming pool, (7 ) class rooms, and (8 ) gymnasium.
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The fact that athletic fields and playgrounds are used
in every community recreation program poll in the survey was
not startling.

This data substantiates information gathered

on typos of activities in which sports and games proved most
popular as far as numbers of participants is concerned.

As

the activity program is expanded in scope, it will follow
that facilities will be increased.

Inclusion on a greater

scale than at present of such activities as arts and crafts,
music and dramatics, movies, and social gatherings will press
into service more public school class roans, craft rooms,
shop rooms, and audit aria.
It is Interesting to note that ccrjnunities having a
summer program only ccopare very favorably in the matter of
facilities with full-tine programs in the state.

The former

can boast of two more swimming pools in use as a part of a
planned recreation program.

Chart 3 indicates by arrangement

in ascending order the facilities used in both full-time and
part-time recreational programs.
With the prospect of more funds allocated to recreational
usage in the state, one nay expect to see many more facilities
utilized for recreational purposes as the various caanunitios
pass local legislation enabling then to establish and expand
their individual leisure-time programs.

Year-round ccsmraunity recreation programs employed 9 full
time male directors and

women;

during particularly active seasons.

part-time workers assist
Cocmunities possessing

programs during the summer months employ l*f men, 8 women, and
19 additional workers at intervals throughout the summer.
Tlius there are almost 100 persons in North Dakota directly
associated with recreational leadership.

Tables 10 and 11

indicate the leadership provided for ccesnunity recreation in
North Dakota m n l c l p a l i t i e s .

Table 8
A Sumary of Facilities Used in north Dakota Recreation Programs
Operating on a Year-Round Basis in Cities and Towns of the State
Athletic
Field

Playground
nnrl

Audito
rium aryl

siicproom
Craft-

Swim
ming Class

Bismarck

2

2

X

X

Crosby

1

2

X

X

Dickinson

1

3

X

X

Grafton

2

2

Grand Forks

2

6

Mandan

2

2

X

Minot

If

7

X

Valley City

2

k

X

X

Williston

2

h

X

X

X

X

Gymna- Golf

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Table 9
A

Summary of Facilities Used in north Dakota Community

Recreation Programs Operating on a Sunsaor-Time Basis Only
n»yt^oual
Athletic

apd

Audito
rium and

^hoppoom
and

Citv Hall

Field

Craft*
room

Swim
ming Class
Pool

Gymna-

Golf

X

Beach

3

2

X

Devils Ini®

1

h

X

Ellen&ale

X

X

X

Fargo

X

X

X

Garrison

X

X

Hillsboro

X

X

X

X

Jamestown

2

6

X

X

Kemare

2

1

Mayvill©

2

2

Northwood

X

X

Rolla

1

1

Rugby

X

X

X

Wahpeton

3

b

X

Wishek

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Table 10
leadership In Cities
Sponsoring Pull-Time Programs
C i& r

Full-Time Leadership
Men

Women

Men

Women

Bismarck

1

Crosby

1

Dickinson

1

Grafton

1

Mandan

1

5

Minot

1

5

Valley City

1

Wllllston

1

Grand Porks

JL
9

6
1

2
5

1

2

3

if
5

r-r r r

If

• tM ^ r

¥»■
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Table 11

Leadership In Cities
Sponsoring Part-Time Programs

Part-Time Leadership

City
Men

Women

Additional

Beach

1

Devils Laic©

1

Ellendale

1

2

Fargo

3

8

Garrison

1

Hillsboro

1

1

3

2

Jamestown
Senmare

1

Mayville

1

ITorthwood

1

Rolla

1

Rugby

1

Wahpeton

1

Wishel:

2

3

1

1
-1

Ik

3

3

« a >

19
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMAKI AIID CONCLUSIONS
In summarizing the findings of tills study, it seems
advantageous to maintain the four divisions of objectives
used in chapter one.
The first objective of this study lias been to evaluate
the enabling legislation in the state of North Dakota.

After

comparing tliis piece of legislation with similar legislation
of other states, the conclusion readied is that the North
Dakota Recreation Enabling Act is a comprehensive and in
clusive act containing the necessary provisions to authorise
a complete program of community recreation for residents of
the state.
The second objective of tliis study has been to evaluate
the extent to vhieh the enabling legislation has been adopted
by municipalities in North Dakota through local referendums.
The following eleven communities in tills state have secured
local recreation legislations

Bismarck, Crosby, Devils Lake,

Garrison, Grafton, Grand Forks, Mayville, Minot, Holla, Rugby,
and Williston.

The cities of Dickinson, Hillsboro, and Kandan

are making plans to bring this matter to a vote in their
locality in the near future.
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It is not improbable to suggest that North Dakota
communities not yet sponsoring community recreation will be
motivated to do so as the beneficial results from the exist
ing programs become increasingly effective and known.

A

reasonable predication is that small ccramnities and rural
areas will seek to establish recreation programs which are
essential to the health, happiness, and well-being of all
residents in the state.
The third objective evaluated in this study is to deter
mine the effect the enabling legislation lias already had
upon state recreation and more important, the future trends
resulting from its adoption.

At this time recreation lias

achieved an importance in the seheae of community life in
North Dakota' which prior to the passage of the Enabling Act,
it failed to command.

To use a figure of speech, we may say

that tlie, passage of the Enabling Act has made recreation in
North Dakota come of age in the eyes of the residents and
before the law.

The interest in recreation and the recogni

tion of its need as an integral part of community life in
this state and elsewhere has achieved recognition and
strengthened both the hope and belief that more communities
will pass the necessary local referendums and will benefit
in increasing measures from tlie wisdom of its provisions.
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The evaluation of the type and value of recreation
programs now functioning in the state is the fourth major
objective,

While the number of functioning programs is not

large, the existing programs are not deficient in the quality
of the activities they sponsor.

The eagerness and vigor

which has been expended on the passage of the local referenduns
lias been projected into the functioning programs and produced
worthwhile, far-reaching effects.

The existing community

programs possess a combination of Western vigor and enthus
iasm, the benefits of observation of Eastern methods of
organization and administration.

In general it is the

author's opinion that the best of the functioning programs
in Borth Dakota compare favorably with the best in other
midwestem states.
Because much of the North Dakota population is centered
In rural areas of the state, emphasis must be placed on ex
panding rural recreation.

Utilizing such methods as centering

much of its recreation in the district school, cooperating
with and attending functions in near-by towns, participating
in more planned crut-of-doors activities; and belonging to
such rural organizations as V-H clubs, Hcaaemakers Clubs,
extension services of the Y,M.C,A., Y.W.C.A., Boy Scouts and
Girl Scouts, and Young Citizens League will enable many

persons to participate In the benefits of community recrea
tion in the absence of specialized recreation facilities.
There are hopeful signs indicating that recreation in
North Dakota is about to ccoe of age.

The emerging oppor

tunities for community recreation are plentiful and are
beckoning to e v e r y part of the state— large city and small,
urban community and rural.

The greatest impetus yet received

In North Dakota was the enactment of the enabling legislation;
now the green light shows— let not lack of enthusiasm and
foresight extinguish it.

Every community should set up a

process b y which planning and execution of programs and
expenditures will contribute greater leisure time benefits
for every resident of North Dukota.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Does your city have a recreation program?

Put an "X” after

the correct answer.
Year around
2.

: Summer only

: Hone______ .

How is this program financed?
Clubs

: Church______ ; Business organizations______ ;

City______ .
3.

Has your city voted on the recent Enabling Act?
Yes______ ; No

t Planning t o

_______

(date)

Was the Enabling Act resolution passed?
Yes

s No

: Number of voters for bill

:

Against______ *
5.

Approximately how much money will be raised for your
community by this Act?
________

6.

dollars.

Will tills program finance a year around______ or a Summer
program only______ ?

7.

If you did not have these funds from a tax levy, would
your recreation program terminate?
Yes_____ ; No

8.

: Possibly_______.

Do you have a recreation director?
Yes_____ ; No_______ j
Number of directors j

Men______ ; Women______ •
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9.

■

-

In what recreational activities does your program
provide leadersliip?
Active games and sports______ ; Arts and crafts______ ;
Music

: Dramatics

recreational dancing

t Social parties and
: nature, camp, and outing

activities______ ; Lectures and foruns______ ; Special
hobbies______
10.

5

Movies______ .

What public school facilities are used for your
recreation programs?
Athletic field
Auditorium______

; Playground and equipment______ ;

5

Shoproom and equipment______ ; Craft

rooms______ ; Swimming pool______

5

Class rooms______ ;

Gymnasium______ j List otliars

11.

Mow is your program received by the community?
With enthusiasm______ ; With moderate interest
With indifference_______ .

a
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEHEHCAR2: QUEST l O N M I H E

1.

In Mint recreational activities does your program provide
leadership and supervision?
Archery

Badminton

Basketball

Bowling

Touch football
Canning

Baseball
Boxing

Golf

Softball
Football____

Hockey

Horseshoe

Bird life____ Animal lore_____ Pishing

Hiking

Flower show

Carving

Pet show

Metal craft

Painting

Sewing

Square dancing

Snow sports____

Weaving

Photography

Folk dancing

Dramatic games

Social dancing
Informal drama

tics____ Musical dramatics^____ Operettas

Parades_____

Pageants____ Reading plays_____ Story telling
Vaudeville

Book clubs

Creative writing

Debates____ Discussion groups
Public speaking
Bank

2.

Radio shows

Bugle corps

Community singing

Forums

Lectures

Study groups

Orchestra____ Choirs
Musical appreciation groups__ _.

What private or city owned facilities are used for your
recreation program?
Humber of athletic fields
Hall

Swimming pool

Playgrounds

City

Golf courses______ Type

of equipment used on playgrounds
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3.

(a)

What persons, groups, organizations or governing
bodies were instrumental in starting a recreation
program in your community?

(b)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Did this group openly sponsor the program? _____
Was an assembly of Interested people held? _____

(c)

Was a planning committee appointed? _____________

(d)

Was a survey made? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(e)

Was a budget set up? __________

(f)

Is your recreation department independent of the
school and park department? _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(g)

Do you control your own facilities? _ _ _ _ _ _

(h)

Is your recreation department a division of the
park department?

(i)

.

Does your recreation department use facilities
of park and school? _ _ _ _ _ _

Check the specific recreational objectives at which
your program alms.
Happiness of participants _

Democratic living _

Satisfaction _ _

Curbing of juvenile
delinquency ____

Good health ___
Character development
Social adjustment ___

Individual self—
expression _
Worthy use of
leisure tine

Good citizenship ___
Group participation
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